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Above: Paul Oz, The secret to creativity is
knowing how to hide your sources (detail) 2011
oil on canvas
People’s choice winner
Renewal II G150, 14 to 28 Feb 2011

Dave Phillips retires
LSA’s founding father (shown right) has finally
retired from the LSA committee after 14 years’
sterling service
Readers will wish to join me in applauding Dave’s
tremendous service in setting up and nuturing the
successful cultural force that LSA has become
(Any resemblance between the two faces
depicted here is purely coincidental) Ed.
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ith 2012 gradually emerging from winter and
before the hype begins for the nationally
important events of both the Olympics and the
Queen’s Diamond Jubilee I would like, as editor, to
point up the pivotal events for LSA members and
the Warwickshire area. All artists should prepare
for an intense summer season: beginning with the
LSA stall at the Leamington Peace Festival: 16 to
17 June. Then the new look Warwickshire Open
Studios (formerly Warwickshire Arts Week) will roll
out across the county from 30 June to 15 July. And
of course there will be the LSA Summer Show.
Finally I hope readers will enjoy ArtSpace 36 as
much as I have enjoyed putting it together with the
rest of the editorial team

Editorial team
Dave Phillips
Gerry Smith
Jonathan Treadwell Editor

Clive Richards Design direction
The ArtSpace journal was first
published in 1998
The views expressed by the individual
authors featured in this journal are their
own and do not neccesarily represent the
views of ArtSpace or the Leamington
Studio Artists
Unless otherwise stated the copyright of
the articles and images contained in this
journal are the property of the named
authors and artists
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Suminder Virk, Hanna (2011)
acrylic and charcoal on canvas, 102 x 130cm
The people’s choice LSA Summer Show
A detail of this work is the cover image

Editorial by
Jonathan Treadwell
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Stan Kaminski

to impose their vision of the world
on unsuspecting mortals but want
to be paid for doing so? Was Marx
right that ‘economic determinism’,
is the overwhelming concept behind
all human action? Many doubt it but
how do you refute the evidence.
Yet, in the art world, production
far outweighs consumption. It seems
any one can set themselves up as
an artist and produce ‘work’. Is the
acid test whether it sells? I think not,
otherwise we would be lamenting
Van Gogh, among others. Look at
the figures with 40,000 artists in
London alone (population 8 million
plus) and the same in New York. In
the UK (population 63.5 million),
there are seventy-five superstars, with
a seven figure income, 300 mature
successful artists who show with
major galleries and earn a six-figure
income. Below these are some 5,000
artists who have some representation,
mostly in a main stream gallery, who
supplement their incomes by other
means such as teaching, writing, or
supportive partners. Artists who do
not become successful have to grub
around, or find alternative jobs, or
simply drop out, rather like actors or
musicians. In spite of the publicity of
high prices, the art world is not that
big. These figures are gleaned from
Don Thompson’s book reviewed in
ArtSpace, issue No 29.
The moral seems to be that if
you can find a good outlet to exhibit
your work, be prepared to pay for that
privilege, then relish the knowledge
that many or few people might look at
it, and actually get some enjoyment.
You will see it in a context, which
in the loneliness of your studio you
dream about! Forget the rest and
the riches. Art is a means of self-

Nancy Upshall

here seems to have been an
increase in the activity of local art
associations and smaller groups, as if
a pent up energy has overtaken them.
Not only do they seem desperate to
show their work but also to SELL
it. Has commercialism crept into
the equation? It could be that the
extraordinarily high prices in the
upper echelons of the art world, in
a time of supposed restraint, has
affected them, or it could be they
don’t want to end up like Constable,
with several hundred works in their
studios when they die. Or do they
simply need the money!
So we have had group shows
put on by Prime, AMA, Graphite,
SAF, and LSA, municipal art galleries
in Rugby, Leamington, Leicester,
Coventry, Birmingham, et al. Art
Group Studios (Mallorie) too, in the
industrial uplands of Leamington,
exhibiting ‘Tinsel’, a prime artist
from London, complete with all the
tricks, such as 10% off the usual
asking price, free signed prints of
work for the first five people at the
show, catalogues on line and bids
for works, and so on. In a different
class, we have prints and etchings
of significant 20th century British
artists, in the White Room, central
Leamington, selling for £30,000,
(Lucian Freud’s etching of a
Constable painting). Many organisers
are using devices such as auctions,
stalls in fairs and parks, any nooks
or crannies, so the great and the
good, as well as the unwashed will
enter their arena and BUY. Nor
should we ignore the power of the
internet, where any clever dealer can
set up a web site and sell art. Was it
always thus? Have I been made to
realise that artists do not only want

Compton Verney: As Large as Life by Quentin Blake
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Compton Verney: Remember, Remember
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Local Art Scene
by Dave Phillips
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Jonathan Treadwell
Andrew Christopher
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David Chantrey
Tony Cartwright

eye and lifts the spirits.
The ‘Open’ in the Leamington
Art gallery is also reported on in
this issue. The first AMA show (see
Spring/Summer issue) was followed
by a second and third, in the Old
Library, owned by Warwickshire
College. It consisted of several new
artists who showed their work.
Suminder showed two untitled
paintings consisting of colour seeming
to dissolve in melting areas of paint,
with all the fleetingness of vaporising
insubstantiality, magical in its
intonations. Treadwell’s Sunshine
was ambivalent in that one could
read the crisscross pointed spear
like forms, sort of reeds, creating a
loose interlocking structure, which
possessed a certain menace, posing
as innocent transparent forms. Is
there a hint of ‘Vorticism’ here
or rather the Omega Workshop?
Treadwell’s piece, although
somewhat hidden in its placing in
the show, consisted of undulating
forms, small in scale, which had the
potency of a larger picture. Further
exploration of this genre seemed
indicated by this intriguing image yet
it is the prerogative of the artist to
change direction. One might see an
enormous image in a representational
mode, and as such points to the
excitement of keeping in touch with
the development of an artist. Nancy
Upshall’s work, The Guardian, was
engaging and her personal vocabulary
of colour applied to a figure rather
than a dusty landscape, brought out
all the majesty and intensity inherent
in the pose. This was a strong piece
of painting and one which may herald
a new departure. This is a growing,
ambitious and powerful set of artists,
too numerous to mention further by
individual name. The third AMA
exhibition seemed somewhat lost and
unwelcome in the Old Library, and
when I went, great piles of bright blue
chairs were stacked up in front of the
work. The artists do their best but
such disrespect may be thought of as
philistinism, of which the perpetrators
may be unaware. The only bright star
is the lively café, which ALL should
visit, good food at bargain prices!
The AMA’s annual exhibition at the
Trinity Church featured its usual
stars with one or two omissions.
Nancy Upshall seems to have
rejuvenated herself and her portrait

News

Neil Moore

fulfilment. All TRUE artists know
that: “A thing of beauty is a truth for
ever, its loveliness increases; It will
never pass into nothingness” (Keats).
So what of the exhibitions in the
region in the last few months? LSA
Gallery 150 has had nine exhibitions,
AMA has had three, and Leamington
Art Gallery has had its ‘Open’
and Rugby too. There have been
exhibitions by individuals such as
Katharine Barker, as well as small
group ones. We need reviewers to
cover exhibitions in Rugby, Leicester,
Coventry, Birmingham, Compton
Verney, and even London. So many
good shows are ignored otherwise.
The Compton Verney exhibition
of Nicholson and Wallis is covered in
this issue, and raises the interesting
question of the status of ‘Folk Art’,
of which the Gallery has one of the
largest in the collection. In addition
Laura Ellen Bacon became
Compton Verney’s first landscape
artist-in-residence.
The recent shows there were
topical. They surprised and delighted
us as usual, ‘Remember, Remember:
A history of fireworks in Britain’.
It was a visual delight, designed
by Simon Costin, Director of the
British Folklore Museum, and had
huge posters and masses of
examples of all the fireworks you
would ever want to see. There
were videos and references back to
Guy Fawkes and village festivals in
remote places and remote times, but
as ever it was the Victorians who
brought it on. Now all fireworks are
made in China, “In my beginning is
my end”, so they have returned to
whence they came but this exhibition
informed and entertained. Another
exhibition ‘As Large as Life’ consisted
of Quentin Blake, the illustrator,
providing huge digital blow-ups,
carefully supervised for quality, of
work which he has done for hospitals
and clinics to help those who suffer
mental problems, wasting disorders,
having babies or are in need of care.
They are witty and perceptive and
like Grace Newman’s ‘Warwickshire
Artists’ endeavour to provide art
in local hospitals aiming for visual
stimulus to those in greatest need.
If you are a fan of Blake, this was
the exhibition for you or if curious
as to how he provides entertainment.
What he produces is easy on the

Jen Manning
Satty VerbArt
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Mick Rafferty

public with a delightful experience,
especially for those who have never
been to Venice, and even for those
who have visited.
A recent exhibition at LSA
Gallery 150 is Jen Manning’s
‘Reflections on Life and Nature’,
where she showed depictions of
animals and flowers. Behind the
seemingly easy façade there was a
searching, “Life beats down and
crushes the soul and that reminds you
that you have one”, (Stella Adler).
So, in Daffodil Walk or Warwick Castle
there was dramatic lighting and
sky, which created the mystical and
magical effects she was seeking and
in Kia, a pony emerged from misty
moors, in other paintings, blue and
purple roses, huge and imposing
looked into the heart of it all: “You
came back late from the hyacinth
garden, your arms full and your hair
wet, I could not speak, looking into
the heart of light, the silence” (T.S.
Eliot). Coupled with her was Mick
Rafferty’s Paints, Drips and Runs
where industrial gloss paint, (how
much cheaper than oil), did simply
that, as a metaphor for the variability
of life. The work comforted the eye
in one instance, and then shocked,
jarred and jangled it, in another. This
variety of image, and daring use of
dripping and running paint, made
the show exciting and unexpected.
It was part of a dominant tradition
that emerged with Pollock et al
and Mick has used its trickery with
sophistication and knowledge. Also
present were a couple of works by
him, based on Ukiyo, a Japanese
artist, and here was a European take
on eroticism, which was subtle and
discreet. The exhibition showed work
of a fully trained and knowing artist,
and was most satisfying.
An apology is offered to Kathryn
Wickson, who was wrongly named
Wicklow in the last issue. One of her
works depicted an inviting path into
a wood. The quality of light caught
was unusual and breathed gentleness
and was a delight. It needed to be,
positioned between two works by
Sarah Silver. One called Unfinished
Sympathy, showed a nude figure
upside down, so that at eye-level
we were confronted by some sort
of gross expulsion from the vagina.
The image shocked and one thought
of violation. The other Abandon is

Mick Rafferty
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was stunning. Neil Moore was
showing an equalling striking work
with his usual Mannerist twist, an
armful of little babies who seemed
vulnerable, in the hands of a mum?
An enigmatic metaphor posing
questions in visual form. Such quality
work, and there were other topping
pieces that seemed somewhat lost
in the venue, generous as a church
was to house the exhibition. AMA
must get its act together and find
somewhere more sophisticated and
central for its annual show to do
justice to its members.
Yet a further exhibition of
the indefatigable AMA at the Old
Library, overlapping the annual show!
It was a really good exhibition with
Neil Moore paintings dominating
the quality but with others showing a
brave face. Here again the exhibition
looks lost, hanging as it does on LSA
panels.
Likewise Andrew Christopher
has had a new show at Gallery 150
called ‘Telling Tales’. Here was a
combination of childhood innocence
and phantasmagoria, with paintings
and pen and ink drawings. The
latter was a new venture en masse
and powerful in their effect. There
were some works which projected the
sweetness and acceptance of children,
beautifully rendered and pointing the
way to future developments. There
was also a more sinister presence, in
the form of drooping trees and hints
of voyeurism, with children seemingly
being watched from distances, which
with the disgraceful experience of
many childhoods, seems possible but
blurs the overall message of fun and
freedom. Stan Kaminski and Tony
Cartwright both tackled, perhaps
the most painted city in history, viz.
Venice, showing at Gallery 150.
Stan’s images were full of light and
colour, painting scenes which we all
know, and reminding us of the magic
of that city. Likewise Tony’s did the
same but using photography and
printing the image on watercolour
paper. There were some intimate and
hidden byways as well as sweeping
views, which had the immediacy
of the moment, with Tony’s work
giving a palpability, and Stan’s too
with luscious paint, which made
us feel, as if we were there, at that
twist and turn, of steps over a small
bridge. Both artists have provided the

Jen Manning
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Max White
Kadi Kaivo

bullfights. Luckily she does not dwell
on the worst side of that most cruel
of sports, which is the staple cultural
diet of Spain, although recently there
have been some serious objections
to it, as besmirching the land of sun,
wine and flamenco. In Death in the
Afternoon Hemingway wrote “The
bullfight is not a sport, rather it is a
tragedy, the death of the bull and there
is danger for the man…”. In Catalonia
the vote has been for the abolition
of the sport. Satty’s paintings
were broad and bold, with orange,
red, and black giving us the visual
equivalent of the excitement of the
moment, with menace and hints of
danger. There were several bulls in
the imagery with testicles in evidence
pointing to virility, but on the whole
they swirled around in a most angry
mood, with one somewhat downcast
as if he knew his end was nigh. The
work had gusto and bravura, even
humour, where the spatial narrative
was effective in catching the mood
of the fiesta, and a tale told by a bull
seeing red! In keeping with the overall
colour combinations there were a
couple of paintings which stood as
testimony to Mark Rothko, although I
am unconvinced he would have liked
the link to bull fighting. There was
a search for the essence of the sport
when you match image to subject. An
unusual, exciting exhibition which
had coherence as it explored in depth
one controversial theme.
Kadi Kaivo’s (LSA’s previous
Secretary) MA show, at Coventry
Art School was a four minute video
featuring the everyday excitement of
domesticity. It was fast and noisy,
with dolls instead of children butting
their heads against each other, wine
glasses bundled together singing a
song, a whole calypso of images,
sharp, staccato with crystal clarity,
set against a reassuring, comforting
set of breasts, which softened all the
seeming chaos, that make up family
life. It had an underlying sense of
humour, with the message conveying
the essence of family, no nonsense,
get on with it, enjoy the drama, and
underpinning all, that which conveys
the milk of human kindness, those
breasts.
More local than ever Kunzler’s
recent show at GAIA consisted
of portraits of enigmatic young
women and poverty stricken men,

News

Kathryn Wickson

equally challenging, where again
a female nude was seen to be
shuddering with her breasts and
vagina heaving with dismay, as the
thin waif like figure protested her
vulnerability. These were strong
works, with the explicit narrative of
women, subject to the worst case
scenario of brutality, and point to
the daily constant assaults on human
beings, without justification or mercy
– at least confined to that small
number of regimes and perpetrators,
whose humanity is seriously called
into question? So one turned to
Kathyrn’s work, with relief, and
entered an oasis of calm, with flowers
and landscapes, skilfully catching
qualities of colour and form, which
were pleasing as they reveal a rarity of
observation, resulting in clarity and
tenderness. They had the profundity
of normality, as they were linked
to more lasting values of seasons,
of nature, of flowers, which endure
and give pleasure, irrespective of the
abnormalities of human behaviour.
In addition she showed a delightful
and amusing series of chicks and
their mums being family, and a
cockerel looking pleased with himself
strutting around. Her work revealed
a considerable range of subjects with
appropriate skill.
In Diana Archer’s exhibition
in September at LSA Gallery
150, we had the weight of history
removed from our viewing, and a
sense of theatre replacing it. The
imagery made reference to famous
paintings by Ingres and Titian et al
and famous figures such as Byron,
and well known concubines. It was
lyrical in nature and bathed in pastel
colours, which gave a sense of light
heartedness and of today. There
was a light spacious quality, which
enchanted, coupled with a ripple of
mild erotica, as many of the figures
were female nudes, curvaceously
displayed. It was expertly organised
by Kate Middleton, who enhanced
the pictures by displaying them all
in white frames. She arranged the
show so that the stronger works
dominated. An optimistic exhibition,
in sharp contrast to the angst, which
surrounds us.
This exhibition was followed by
Satty VerbArt in the LSA gallery
whom much to most people’s horror
was offering us images of Spanish

Gerald Green
Kit Leck

.

Caroline Gatehouse
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work had this tasteful and understated
evocation and precision. The other
artist, James Godfrey, produced
free charcoal drawings of landscapes
including Devil’s Bridge in midWales. It was breathtaking in the way
he distinguished water from land with
a few touches. This was distinguished
mark-making, and both artists
have established careers, as legacies.
We are privileged to have had their
work in our midst.
This will be my last review of
the Local Art Scene, much as I have
enjoyed writing, for ten years or so,
about a talented bunch of artists. I
think now I should turn my attention
to other aspects of the art world, and
invite someone else to take on this
satisfying task, especially with WAW
(Warwickshire Arts Week), pending
this year. There will be a lot to see,
enjoy and review – good luck to the
artists and the reviewers.
Outside the remit of ‘Local’,
which suggests I’m demob happy,
you will know the Turner Prize venue
this year is Gateshead not London;
but Gerhard Richter, now 79, is
showing at Tate Modern, and has
been described by Januszczak, artcritic, as the greatest living painter;
and John Martin at Tate Britain,
(I testify he is truly overwhelming),
BUT the most extraordinary show
was that of Leonardo da Vinci (1452–
1510), at the National Gallery where
nine of his paintings out of his oeuvre
of 15, with supporting drawings
were to be seen, and that Rachel
Campbell-Johnston, art-crtic of The
Times, sister of Boris, has come clean
and written, “this exhibition is the
most amazing show I have ever seen”.
Advance tickets were sold-out before
Christmas. I booked for January!
Clearly ‘you CAN’T be serious’ if you
didn’t go. We all seek brilliance in our
work, but here in this exhibition, I
saw it, and marvelled.

JP Kunzler
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Damien Isaak

emerging from a web of thick
multi-coloured paint, each stroke
a throbbing passionate statement
of intent, endeavouring to capture
extremes of thought and feeling, as
the faces confronted you, without
respite. The hypnotic quality of
intensity, eventually overwhelmed
you, spellbound by colour range
and materiality. He threw in an
enchanting townscape and was there
a slight hint of Chagall about the
colour? It was worth seeing.
Caroline Gatehouse used paint
in her exhibition at Gallery 150, for
a stipple technique, to reinforce the
scenes of the English countryside and
give them light and permanence. She
saught to depict the quintessential
qualities of the England she knows,
still, quiet, solid, and by so doing she
enhanced that sense of place with
which her heart identifies. In the
same LSA gallery in Livery street,
Gerald Green used paint too, but
in a different way, to depict light on
monuments, in a variety of locations:
Venice, London, Paris and did so
by infiltrating their structures, so
they seemed to dance and sing in
sunlight, and appear young, and less
substantial, less weighed down by
history, occupying our time and our
world with delight. Both are serious
artists, who convey their very different
visions with aplomb.
Damien Isaak is an artist of
resource, as was seen in his show in
the LSA Gallery. His latest work has
audacity, complete with painted table
and chairs, and invited the viewer
to consider the nature of simplicity,
with a twist. Behind the appearance
lay an intelligence, which engulfed
us with modulation, repetition with a
difference, and surprise. It revolved
around the concept of colour, and
was further enhanced by the larger
than life frames. The intention is
to give satisfaction, amuse, please
and intrigue as in Picasso Dreams,
all curated brilliantly by Kate
Livingston.
Two VIP artists showed in The
Studio at 4 Park Street, Leamington
Spa. They were John Pasmore,
son of the renowned English artist,
Victor Pasmore. His work was very
different but there were echoes, in
the refined way he made an image
from the unwound cotton from a reel,
conjuring up swirling water. All his

Alfreda McHale’s installation works
are part of the National Trust Winter
2011–2012 exhibition at Charlecote
Park, Wellesbourne, Warwick
rom Constable and Turner
through to Richard Long,
landscape art is a very British
phenomenon. The nineteenth century
began with the emergence of a very
new and radical form of naturalist
landscape painting in the work of
John Constable (1776–1837), which
included his wondrous oil studies
and sketches – although these were
not widely known until the twentieth
century. The rigorous observation
of specific effects of weather and
place which underpinned his studio
oil paintings is well known, and
most remarkable in his cloud studies
which echoed contemporaneous
discoveries in the emerging science

of meteorology. Joseph Mallord
William Turner’s (1775–1851) more
thoroughly Romantic treatment of
landscape nevertheless also included
outstanding studies quickly executed,
notably in watercolour, direct from
his subjects. Intimate knowledge of,
and devotion to particular motifs was
common to both painters, although
Turner’s European trips and his
interest in the landscapes of the Lake
District, gave his subject matter
greater variety than that of Constable,
and hence a greater challenge from
the unfamiliar. In our own time, the
land art of Richard Long (born 2
June 1945) demonstrates the extent
of change in our conception of

Left: Alfreda McHale, Trolley, (2010) domestic
trollies, various sizes. Charlecote Park Winter
2011/12
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landscape as artistic matter, work
that is both in and of the land.
Using the materials of the landscape
itself, he reworks it, intervening in
the site rather than ‘reproducing’
or ‘representing’ it, or using almost
unmodified landscape components
– rocks, mud, weathered stones, to
form large-scale often site-specific
pieces in urban museum and gallery
locations.
Constable’s innovative painting
was presaged by Thomas Jones (1742
–1803) a Welsh landscape painter
and pupil of the eighteenth-century
British landscape painter Richard
Wilson. During his lifetime Jones was
best-known as a painter of Welsh and
Italian landscapes in the classicizing
style of his master. However, in the
twentieth century his reputation grew
when more unconventional works
by him, oil studies on paper not
intended for public exhibition, came
to light. Most notable among these
is a series of views of Naples which
he painted during 1782 and 1783.
Breaking with the conventions of the
classical landscape style embodied in
the painting of Wilson, in favour of
direct observation, these oil studies
look forward not just to the work of
Constable in England, but likewise
to that of nineteenth-century French
landscape painters like Camille
Corot, the Barbizon School and the
Impressionists.
Jones’ composition – as for
example A Wall in Naples (c.1782) in
the National Gallery, London – is
far from the conventional ‘view’ of a
classical landscape with its staffage
and ‘story’, its repoussoir wings and
directed passage towards a distant
vista. His view is point-blank, square
onto the flat unpicturesque wall,
pitted, stained and mottled, with
no concession to accepted taste or
tradition. With its unmodulated
blocks of the building and sky above,
it reads now, to us, as almost abstract.
What is clearly apparent in Jones’
studies of Naples is the relationship
between indoors and outdoors in the
work of the landscape painter; here
we have the very strong impression
that this is the view from a window
or as the National Gallery website

News

Landscape artists:
Lizzie Cariss and
Alfreda McHale by
Anthea Callen
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suggests, the roof of his lodgings in
Naples.
The emergence of plein air
landscape painting has been linked
to an urban Enlightenment concern
for natural science – natura naturans
– and the accurate observation of
nature. It can also be associated
I think with the growth in the
later eighteenth-century of new
forms of identity and subjectivity –
modern subjectivity – in which the
individual impression, or personal
sensation gained new importance
and credibility. For the plein air
study is, above all, a very personal
and direct art form. The speed of
painterly execution required to
capture transient, ephemeral effects
out of doors ensures an immediacy of
engagement which all but guarantees
a greater artistic authenticity than
laboured work in the studio can
achieve. As personal authenticity
came to be more and more highly
valued, so the painted étude gained
in prestige. Yet as an art-form the
landscape study did not achieve
rapid or universal acclaim. For
French Neo-classicist Pierre Henri
de Valenciennes (1750 - 1819) and
his fellow landscape painters, the
primary function of plein air étude
was, as the name suggests, study and
observation: to train eye and hand
in capturing in oil colours transient
light effects in nature and accurately
recording natural phenomena. The
resulting studies might inform the
treatment of light and weather in
finished studio paintings, but were
rarely considered a direct blue-print
Above: Lizzie Cariss, Boat (2009) 		
oil on canvas, 50 x 50 cm
Below: Lizzie Cariss, Trees #5 (2009) 		
oil on cnavas, 100 x 100 cm

for final exhibition pictures, let alone
as finished works in their own right.
But the obsessive passion with which
painters undertook plein air painting,
and the demonstrable popularity
of the practice show that the role
of these small studies within the
economy of landscape painting and
of artistic practice more broadly was a
vital and transformative one. Indeed,
by the 1860s and 70s oil studies with
their bravura brushwork became so
sought-after that painters began to
recreate these effects in their studio
painting.
The immediacy of direct
observation from nature en plein air,
hard looking and swift recording of
specific effects of light and shade,
changes in the quality and direction
of sunlight, but above all familiarity
with the motif underpin the work of
painter Lizzie Cariss. Her house at
Park Farm, Compton Verney, where
she has lived for almost thirty years,
is set within the very landscape she
studies. Visible from every window
and most importantly stretching
outwards from the windows of her
studio are the eloquent stretch of
water, sweeping lawns and distinctive
tree plantings from the palette
of eighteenth-century landscape
designer Capability Brown (1769);
this provides the picturesque
landscape which dominates her visual
life. Beyond the lake and closing the
vista to the south, ancient woodlands
rise from the water’s edge and cast
haunting reflections; the eye is
directed out across the lake, towards
the south-west. In the middle ground,
a small island punctuates the view,
providing scale, accent and helping
articulate the space around and
beyond it. While Cariss may not
always paint direct from nature, it is

always there in her mind’s eye and
memory, and a simple glance away:
her setting provides a multi-faceted
reference and a source of inspiration
constantly at hand.
Plein air landscape painting has
never just meant simply ‘painting out
of doors’. Artists from Thomas Jones
onwards painted from their house or
studio windows, as well as out in the
country. In Jones’ case, as in other
examples from the latter eighteenth as
well as the nineteenth century, shows
that ‘landscape’ could also happily
include urban, suburban and rural
village views. The designation plein
air oil study, whether made from a
studio window in Naples or deep in
the Fontainebleau Forest (itself a
‘designed’ royal park), encompassed
a wide range of artistic activity
from the outset, and rarely does
the painting of/from nature show a
scene untouched by man. Whether
through the inclusion of architecture
or simply evidence of human activity
(farming, hedging, woodland
husbandry), there are few views that
lack some artifice. While in modern
landscapes industrial artifacts prevail
the traditional vista in Brown’s time
was primarily domestic in scale and
experience: the rise of metropolitan
culture that in turn first engendered
industrial-scale farming was already
in evidence through the Enclosures
Acts (1760s –1820s) and in the early
farming efficiencies discernible in
Gainsborough’s Mr and Mrs Andrews
(1748, NG London) but such trends
were still very novel in the 1760s
when Brown landscaped Compton
Verney. Artistic transformation of
actual landscape, whether in the
English style or the geometries of
Versailles, had of course its own
impact on landscape painting: the two
art-forms are intimately linked.
Gardens have been perennial
motifs for artists – and not just for
the famous likes of Gainsborough, or
later Monet (1840–1926) who, first
at Argenteuil and then at Giverny,
created living, flowering works of art.
These were domesticated landscape
motifs over which the artist had the
maximum artistic control, providing
him with outdoor subject matter close
to home and the studio. Constable
had painted the confected landscape
setting around Salisbury Cathedral,
for example, as well as his family’s
vegetable garden in Suffolk. The

in feel to the brushwork of French
Impressionist Berthe Morisot, as
are the often dream-like effects she
achieves. Drenched in cool yellowish
greens, an almost underwater
palette and light – perhaps wintery
sunlight – makes the scene moody
and atmospheric; Cariss evokes the
sensation of this landscape as much
as the particular view.
Cariss’s smaller, square painting
Boat expunges all direct reference to
the Park Farm landscape, aside from
the water itself; it could be anywhere.
And yet the palette and mood of
the painting still resonate with that
landscape’s atmosphere, tying it in as
much to this whole series of painted
landscapes as to the site per se. For
me one of the most powerful and
poignant paintings of the group, it
is clearly a work of memory rather
than observation, especially given the
pictorial illogic of the boat-reflection;
this anomaly somehow makes the
painting all the more moving.
Interventions (whether painted
or conceptual) which reference a
picturesque landscape are inevitably
artistically self-referential and
multi-layered in the meanings they
embody. This is after all the English
country house garden already
conceived through the classicizing
lens of Capability Brown: his artifice,
and subsequent re-makings of this
‘nature’ form a palimpsest of aesthetic
traditions spanning the eighteenth to
the twenty-first centuries.
McHale’s contribution added
further layers. Her response to Park
Farm’s picturesque landscape was
equally tied to its historical artistic
pedigree, but takes a very different
form to Cariss’s. The Park’s tamed
and aestheticised nature was designed
to provide a living backdrop to
Household domestic life and the
stage-set for elegant promenades,
boating, horse-riding and picnics; it
is this aristocrat-scale domesticity as
well as the Park aesthetic with which
McHale’s work engages.
Both McHale’s installations at
Park Farm (Warwickshire Arts Week
2010) contribute to recent feminist
interventions in the visual arts: on the
roles of women, domesticity, women’s
bodies and spaces, women’s art
practices and questions regarding the
continuing dominance of the Western
male artistic canon. In Runcible (with
apologies to Lear) McHale takes

Above: Alfreda McHale, Trolley, (2010) domestic
trollies, various sizes. Park Farm, Compton
Verney 2010

a piece of the landscape already
transformed by the aesthetic of the
post-war rock garden and adds a
further dimension, the ‘found object’.
This installation comprises dozens
of pieces of cutlery dating from the
past 150 years ‘planted’ in the rock
garden to resemble flowers. Collected
obsessionally over a twelve month
period from charity and recycling
shops, this cutlery signals the
modern era of bourgeois domestic
dining and its etiquette, from its
Victorian inception through to the
contemporary. Runcible thus takes
industrially mass-produced objects
which mark the post-feudal moment,
and wittily invites the spectator to
reconsider the boundaries between
food production and consumption
on the one hand and, on the other,
to imagine the cultural and social
changes in the art of eating since
the mid nineteenth century. This is
obviously on several levels a question
of class, and of the dramatic changes
in social and cultural domestic mores
over the last 250 years, as well as of
the role and place of women. On an
historical/artistic level, the issue of
design is also important: it reminds us
that cutlery as a designed artifact has
its own aesthetic history as much as
does the landscape in which it is here
‘planted’. The fashion for different
styles and types of cutlery
with some, like cake-forks and fish
cutlery effectively obsolete now,
gives McHale a rich but subtly
varied palette for her piece, the
changing designs articulating the
passage of time, taste and manners.
The obsessional component of
McHale’s work is, as the late Rosie
Parker argued, often characteristic of
women’s work – as in the historical
practices of needlework and
embroidery by women analysed in
her Subversive Stitch, or in her more
recent study of women’s passion for
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fact of using as one’s starting point a
landscape which is already an artifice
means it carries with it before a
single mark is made a whole weight
of cultural and social history, as well
as a previous artist’s conception.
For painters seeking the Romantic
Sublime in the later eighteenth
century in the Swiss and Italian
Alps, or for Turner studying wild
storms at sea, raw untouched nature
was still a genuine experience. But
for us now, in the early twenty-first
century, ‘Nature’ as such scarcely
exists. During Warwickshire Arts
Week 2010 Lizzie Cariss and
Alfreda McHale together tackled
this issue of the given landscape – the
landscape already worked and laden
with aesthetic meaning – in quite
distinctive yet complementary ways
which reflect the wide artistic terrain
now covered by ‘landscape art’.
In Cariss’s case the recent oils
and drawings refer to the landscape
and to particular motifs – the island
in the lake, for example, without
being direct transcriptions made
outdoors. There is directness and
immediacy in the bold marks and
energetic paint handling, yet with an
evocatively atmospheric treatment
of the subject matter which suggests
Turner sea painting rather than
Constable ‘place’; in fact even the
gestural late Constables evoke the
specificity of place in ways Cariss’s
paintings do not. This is in part
because of the renown of his places
(like Salisbury Cathedral) in contrast
to the apparently reference-less
Cariss. However, familiarity with
the landscape at Park Farm renders
the subject matter self-evident: her
paintings may not contain iconic
architectural motifs, but still the
man-made landscaping is clearly
recognizable. In Trees 5, the painter
crops and focuses in closely on a
fragmentary view of the lake and
island, cutting out any vista or sky;
one is very aware that the view seen
extends beyond the canvas edges,
creating an intimacy that blocks out
the more obvious references to place
which would immediately identify
the setting. Akin to the apparently
arbitrary touches of confetti-like
whites in late Constable, here flecks
and dabs of thicker pale paint
animate the surface of this otherwise
spare, desolate scene. Yet Cariss’s
feathery abstracted touch is closer
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the art of gardening, The Anxious
Gardener.
McHale’s second piece, Trolley
is a contemporary sculpture again of
‘found objects’, again commenting
on domestic taste and the art of
entertaining – here with an ironic
pathos. A disturbing visual quote
from ‘Abigail’s Party’ repeated
over, and over and over again.
Accoutrement of aristocratic high
life, the serving trolley used in the
grand house by staff in the dining
room finds its modern petit-bourgeois
incarnation in gilded plastic or
chromed metal versions careering
like a giddy runaway train over the
elegant Georgian slopes of Park Farm
to finish drowned in the ornamental
lake, like abandoned supermarket
trolleys. Emblems all of our own
consumer waste, the despoliation
of our environment and the built in
obsolescence of our products. Like
Runcible, McHale’s Trolley is the
result of twelve months’ obsessional
collecting of abandoned trolleys in
charity shops, auctions and recycling
depots. As with the earliest objet
trouvés and readymades of Marcel
Duchamp (e.g. Bicycle Wheel, 1913),
the trolleys work together and with
the surreal context in which they are
placed, to invite new readings and
meanings and to shock the spectator
out of easy conceptions – both about
art, landscape and, here, about the
specifically female voice informed
by feminist art practice. Locked
iconographically into the ‘never had
it so good’ 1950s and 60s, Trolley
reflects changing domestic etiquette
and female roles. The installation
alerts the viewer to the shifting
social and gender patterns since the
Second World War: the demise of the
obsolescent trolley bears evocative
witness to those changes and to the
liberation of the imprisoned hostess
herself.
The layering of period on
period, the gathering accretions of
artistic intervention and aesthetic
reference enrich our experience of
the landscape while inviting us to
question the customary meanings
of our visual environment. In the
twenty-first century landscape art
remains a vital territory for new work,
as these two contrasting contributions
demonstrate.

.
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What’s it worth?
Andrew Stibbs contemplates
how to price art work

Top: Marc Beacham, The Trees, (2011) 		
digital photograph, 30 x 25 cm. £45 (Framed)
Below: Ray Spence FRPS, Birdman, (2011)
digital archival print – printed on acid free 360gm
museum paper with archival inks, 30 x 30 cm.
unframed £150.00, framed approx. £200–£250
Below left: Raoof Haghighi, Roya, (2006) 		
oil on canvas, 50 x 70 cm. £2,300

I

f you submit a work of art for
exhibition, how do you decide what
price to put on it?
It ought to be easy in our
market-led economy. Just price your
works at ‘what the market will bear’.
If the odds against selling them at
£1,000 are 999:1, that should get you
£1 per work, on average, and if the
odds are 2:1 against at £3 that should
also get you £1, but if the odds at
£100 are 9:1, that should get you
£10 on average. But how can you
forecast the odds? And anyway, we’re
talking art here, not cocoa beans or
bullion.
So maybe you go for a medieval
idea of ‘fair price’. You want to get
back the cost of the materials plus
the added value your labour has
put in. If you’d laboured at your
work a week, add a week’s pay at
minimum (minimum?) wage. But
it isn’t labour, of course, it’s work
done with personal expression and
joy. And sometimes a week’s labour
can produce a dud while an hour of
inspiration can produce what should
be a far more valuable piece of art.
Perhaps you price it for
psychological effect. If you put a
modest price on it, viewers and
potential buyers might think you rate
yourself an artist of modest talent
and that your work shows how much
you have to be modest about. But if
you overprice it, a punter might think
“£1,000! – wow! Never heard of
them but they must be well thought
of and the work must have more in
it than I’d notice. I’ll add it to my
collection.” But it’s not just our
artistic respect that’s at stake. There’s
our moral self-respect. If we’ve signed
it we want to be thought of as decent
people too, neither greedy or big-

headed nor so indifferent to our work
that it – and us - are not to be taken
seriously.
Then there are the temptations
of self-delusion. Surely we all,
when we’ve finished a piece to our
immediate satisfaction, sit back and
gaze and for a time at least think
“That is the Greatest Work of Art
Produced Anywhere in the History of
the World”, even if within a month
we’ve thrown it in a skip, overpainted it, or used it to board up a
broken window. But even in the most
ecstatic self-congratulatory state we
know in our heads that others, alas
for them, may not have the fortune to
share our passion.
If the delusion stays, and the
work is still, to us, the G W of A
P A in the H of the W, we may
be reluctant to lose it, even for an
exaggerated price. So should we argue
“To lose this work, whatever others
may think of it, will leave such a hole
in my life that I want at least the
compensation of filling up some other
hole in my life. So I want enough
money for it to pay for a holiday, or a
new car, or an extension to the house
to use as our studio.” Some hopes.
There for starters are a handful

of possible considerations in pricing
and there are no doubt many others
and an infinite mixture of them,
conscious or unconscious.
What are the criteria or whims
that guide you? Tell us in writing (no
questionnaire or checklist – you are
artists) and give us all your advice.
Nonymously or anonymously. And
soon. And we’ll write up a summary
of them in the next ArtSpace.

.
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discusses the
artistic process
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A

common characteristic linking the
activities of all creatives, whether
writers, composers, or visual artists,
is that there are virtually never any
certainties. Our tools and materials
are probably the only true constant
we will ever have, although even this
cannot always be relied on. Whatever
our individual approach, working
conditions are rarely just as we would
like them and, are we ever really
certain about what we are trying
to say, or are we likely to ever be
entirely satisfied with what we might
ultimately produce?
Such apprehension is inevitably
part of any creative process, so it is
essential that we all learn to adapt
to it in our own way. For me, this can
sometimes make painting feel like
a delicate balancing act, hovering
between achieving something that
might bring me somewhere near to
my original expectations, on the one
hand, to complete disappointment
and frustration on the other. There are,
of course, those rare occasions when
we may produce, ‘milestone’ paintings,
images that feel somehow to turn out
completely ‘right’, seeming to surpass
anything we may have produced
before. But all too often this is short
lived because, in my experience,
uncertainty and unpredictability
remain the dominating factors. At best,
this can serve as a catalyst to open up
new and possibly untried approaches,
that may never have been considered,
had we have remained within the safety
of the well tried and tested. At worst,
these knock backs to our expectations
can overwhelm us and lead towards
despondency and possibly even into
‘blank canvas syndrome’, the artist’s
equivalent of ‘writer’s block’.
So how might we get ourselves

through these rather bleak periods?
In reality, our perceived difficulties
are all in the mind and can be the
result of a multitude of influences,
however, retaining a positive outlook
under such circumstances can be
very hard. Interestingly an article in a
recent issue of The Society of Authors’
Newsletter put forward the suggestion
that psychological therapy could help
writers who might be suffering from
such problems. Not surprisingly, it
was written by a psychologist and
whether this might be a worthwhile
route for visual artists, would have
to be a matter of individual choice.
But what struck me in particular
was that such feelings were being
seen as a form of disorder, which
would benefit from professional
intervention, rather than something
to be expected as an inevitable part
of the creative process. Although
the road we travel as artists is rarely
straight and probably includes several
cul-de-sacs along the way, it has led
us to where we are now, for better,
or worse and is the culmination of
everything we have done before. The

writer Alan Bennett puts this rather
more poignantly by suggesting that
our ‘style’ of work is, “simply the sum
of our defects.”
When we get stuck, more than
likely, it has something to do with
changes in our working methods,
or approach, because logically if
we apply the same processes again
it should work out, as with those
times when we are very productive.
I have come to realise that the most
effective way for me to deal with
these disheartening times is to paint
my way out of them. Whilst other
artists I know recommend cleaning
the car, or going for a walk to clear
their heads, I have never found this to
be anything other than a temporary
respite, because the problem is still
there when I come back. Also, any
amount of soul searching only serves
to increase my inner doubts and,
in truth, this can often make things
worse. So as a way of getting myself
back to feeling good about what I
was doing, I put the work to one
side; fully accept my situation; never
question it; see it as a temporary
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Opposite: Gerald Green, Come Not Between the
Dragon and his Wrath (King Lear 1.1)
(2011) oil on paper, 49 x 36 cm
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impasse and I then set myself a
different, well defined painting
exercise that I produce in a well tried
and tested way.
The example here, Come Not
Between the Dragon and his Wrath,
depicting the Shakespearean
character King Lear, was painted
ostensibly as a means of getting me
through a period of despondency,
when my enthusiasm for what I had
been doing had evaporated and I
found myself at a standstill. Although
the intricacies of portraiture can be
difficult, it is an ideal subject because
the determinants are clear and the
technical challenges of trying to create
a lifelike image, with everything in
the right place, require my complete
concentration, coupled with a
methodical approach. To enable me
to see the subject in a more abstract
way, as shapes and patterns, I painted
it upside down, which also prevented
me from becoming too distracted by
the individual features. The focusing
effect of the process is, itself, usually
enough to restore the positive mindset
from which I have temporarily
strayed, which then allows me to
be more objective about what I was
originally doing and see it with a fresh
eye. Maybe this suggestion is rather
more analytical than creative, so
could the psychologist have a point,
when all is lost, maybe a bit of selfanalysis can do some good? Or maybe
I am advocating a more technical
remedy, rather like a musician going
back to practicing scales to improve
his creative technique, or even a
novelist attempting to sharpen his
wit by temporarily turning to writing
limericks. “There was an young
man called Blair…” Oh but that’s
definitely another story.

FREE
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Open 2011 at Leamington Spa
Art Gallery & Museum:
a review by David Kingston
Leamington Spa Art Gallery & Museum
21 Apr to 12 Jun 2011
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W

ell, having not been able to
visit the (always welcoming)
Leamington Spa Art Gallery &
Museum, nor the Open exhibitions
there for over half a decade, it was a
curiously pleasant, if dichotomous,
experience to visit this year’s offering.
The pleasure for me was in
seeing how those local artists that I
admired five or more years ago are so
much more in force now – the Neil
Moores, Sheila Millwards, Ben
Clarkes and Mo Enrights, et al, of
this particular artistic enclave. The
dichotomy for me was – and is still –
the elusive position of the ‘new guard’
artists represented here in relation to

those heavyweight artists I mention.
Perhaps it is the effect of modern
times, of social media – or even just
the effect such phenomena have on
creeping age – but for me the newer,
emerging artists that were represented
at this year’s Open have a lot of
ground to make up on what might
be considered the ‘old guard’ of the
Leamington Spa art scene.
But, to keep to the positive, there
was plenty of spirit, endeavour and
craft in evidence: namely Michaela
McMillan’s two works, Sharon
Luke’s single piece and Karen
O’Toole’s Untitled textile sculpture
(see above). In terms of endeavour

Patrick Flynn’s Open Segmented
Spiral Design Bowl should garner
special praise: as well as achieving
ergonomic kudos!
Though hardly challenged by
the works near to it, Neil Moore’s
Norwegian Wood painting was a certain
highlight – capturing the pivotal hook
of Haruki Murakami’s novel – this
was ‘Modern Mannerism’ at full
volume.
Lizzie Cariss’s painting was
a particularly strong example of her
works inspired by Park Farm and
Compton Verney – her Empty Vessels
II painting here had echoes of the
sci-fi films Blade Runner and Solaris:

.

Opposite, above: Karen O’Toole, Untitled (2010)
needle felted sheep fleece, 30 x 40 cm approx
Opposite, below: Robin Pugh, Locus 9 (2010)
acrylic on canvas, 90 x 120 cm 			
People’s Choice prize winner
Above: Paul Crook, Pink Flats (2010) acylic
on canvas, 125 x 95 cm 			
Judges Choice prize winner
Below: Mo Enright, Curtain Call (2011) oil on
canvas, 60 x 110 cm
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moment about the amount of
interpretation museums and galleries
should provide for visitors. Too
little captions and visitors can be
bewildered and lost; too much
and visitors simply spend their
time reading the opinions of the
curators without actually looking
at the art or objects. This was true
of this exhibition too – perhaps
a short analysis of why and how
the judges made their decisions
for the winner, and the ‘judges
commendations’ (which, I think,
was a new development for this
particular Open), would have been
helpful. Something just to point
up the merits that separated these
works from the others. There was
a folder which presented further
information and profiles of some of
the featured artists but this seemed
very hit-and-miss; some artists had
provided lots of detail, some hadn’t
provided anything. Without being
too draconian about it, could not a
requirement to provide an artist’s
statement at least be implemented for
future exhibitions?
One surprise was the People’s
Choice winner: Robin Pugh’s Locus
9 (see opposite page). Although a
very strong painting and suggesting
the emergence of a very talented
painter I thought there were other
works that would have caught
the general public’s votes such as
Annabel Rainbow’s Life (Measures
of Time), Wendy Campbell-Briggs’
Species Loss – Sea Cells or Katharine
Barker’s Time Ticking as they were all

Reviews

i.e., the changes that an individual’s
memory perceives in comparison to
objective observation.
Ben Clarke’s work Mile Stone
was a fascinating piece, very subtle
and displaying an extremely high
painting skill. The smoothness of
the painting combined with it being
on a sheet of aluminium made it so
temptingly tactile – rest assured I
managed to resist touching it though!
Overall the exhibition did
look very contemporary and was
a welcoming space; although the
person I visited with did remark that
there was “...some sense of it being
stuck out behind the back of the
museum.” I also wonder why this
open competition is held biennially
– the standard of art on show here
would suggest that an annual open
competition would be successful;
mind you I do think the same about
Warwickshire Arts Week so perhaps
I’m just being impatient for more art.
Personally I was impressed and
pleased with the judges for their
choice for the competition winner
(see Paul Crook’s work above) when
there were other works that might
have been a more obvious choice.
This was an image that spoke of
the menace, the drudgery and the
monotonous pigeon-holing effect
of living in such huge blocks of flats
– and brought back memories of
my own childhood: the date of this
image was definitely ‘a late October
wet and cold Sunday afternoon without
television!’
There is some debate at the

equally strong and well made works
but more eye-catching in my opinion
compared to the muted and low-key
mood of Robin Pugh’s piece.
As for my vote, that went to
Bruno Cavellec’s Left Unsung
although I deliberated long between
that and Sheila Millward’s Back of
Birmingham. Both were very visually
arresting – but very different – images
and both rendered in unusual
media (drypoint and industrial paint
respectively). However I had never
encountered Bruno Cavellec’s work
before so he got my vote by virtue
of providing me with a new avenue
of artwork to explore (which I have
indeed gone onto do since my visit).
Overall then this was an exhibition
well worth visiting and is a fine quiver
in the bows of Leamington Spa Art
Gallery & Museum, hopefully the ‘old
guard’ will continue to be stars of this
Open competition – and hopefully
there will be an ever stronger ‘new
guard’ challenging them at the Open
2013 and beyond that too!
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A review of Temporanea at
Kenilworth Castle
by Josephine Howard
Temporanea, Kenilworth Castle
8 to 15 May 2011

A
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visitor to ‘Temporanea’, which
was at Kenilworth Castle in May
2011, might be forgiven for struggling
to discover meaning, or much
connecting theme in the exhibits.
The influences seemed to be Dada,
recycling, games and Disney, with
the exception of the paintings in the
Barn, by Martin Johnson, and the
installation/sculpture by Suminder
Virk. But there was meaning and
connection gradually emerging as I
walked around the whole exhibition
in a disturbing gale, exercise for both
mind and body.
The paintings, all approximately
three feet by 18 inches, three in
number, were placed on easels with
the incoming light behind, making
them very difficult to see properly.
But close study showed the traditional
skills of Martin Johnson used to
great effect concerning complex ideas,
with an atmosphere immediately
recognisable as that hypnogogic
parallel world to be entered via
computer games, threatening and
challenging.
The work by Suminder Virk,
Downward Spiral, was an astonishingly
ornate bed with, instead of a mattress
a sheet of plate glass placed over the
scarlet bedsprings poised on mirrors.
A double bed, no longer affording
rest or love. The springs were
covered in carefully wound scarlet
thread, a task for a Penelope or some
Grimm princess: the product of a
highly skilled but futile use of female
domestic power. The whole work was
exquisite, and because of its placing,
in a former castle bedroom now in
ruins, surreal.
Returning to the other exhibits
was distinctly a lighter experience, one
could even laugh aloud here and there
or make sounds of delighted discovery.
But there was also a significant surge of
serious endeavour flowing beneath it
all and there was nothing to finally call
trivial.
Without clues, what were we to
make of a heap of rock salt with a
crocheted green flower stuck into it?
It was the work of Concetta Modica
and it related to her birthplace and
her ancestor, from both North and
South, a grandmother and the salt
plains of Trapani.
Approaching Stephen
Charlton’s largest work I thought it
was a joke about The Man Who Fell to
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Pus in Boots, which wellies were filled
with custard).
Solve et Coagula was wonderfully
sinister, placed high up in a ruined
tower against a racing sky, with its
real goat skull and tall sinister form
baleful: pre Christian alchemical
references here, among several others,
which are still all too meaningful,
along with numerous other religions,
to many people.
As I departed I found the
walking sticks suspended in a tree,
one pair of slippers and one pair
of shoes, Grampa and Nanny. This
was a memorial to the artist’s own
grandparents, using the real artefacts,
curiously touching, the suspended
objects apparently walking in the air.
There was also a small effigy of
a bird very high up on a ledge called
Toucan Get Ahead. Mystery obscured.
Best in Show: I was really
intrigued and delighted by Nest,
which could be seen through a stone
window frame, looking onto a flight
of steps and earth, a whole little town
consisting of houses average eight
inches tall, all with skewed shaped
parallelograms in sky blue or green,
reminiscent of houses built into cliffs
in Southern Greece. Tiny figures
(readymades again) rode about on
horseback with lances, gunfights I
seem to recall, and many just walking
about. I found this moving, perhaps
because it resonated with my long
distant childhood; I could easily have
spent time playing with this work, it
seemed both real and surreal at once.
I was very glad that I took the
time to tour this unusual exhibition

.

for I left in a very good mood, the
effect of serious ideas presented in a
pleasing and happy way.

Opposite: Suminder Virk, Downward Spiral (2011)
metal, perspex, mirror and thread
150 x 200 cm approx
Above: Tim Robottom, Spiral Helix (2011) various
plastics, 500 x 500 cm approx
Below: Tim Robottom, Nest at Kenilworth Castle
(2011) various plastic models, various sizes from
3cm to 20cm approx
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Earth, but it turned out to be named
Relax, the supine figure in silvery
resin was in fact a giant mouse.
Elsewhere there was a work called
Offering, of a largish mouse with a
wedge of cheese on a plate. Also there
was a mouse sitting in a meditating
pose, called Zen although the pose
was in fact yogic. With mice, who
cares? They were all delightful.
The video installation by Luke
Perry was not available.
Tim Robottom showed a hint
of chess taking the place of art
(referencing Marcel Duchamp) but
I do not quite accept that allusion
because there were works of art in
number, and the one of a game
(Napoleon’s Plan) was in fact art about
chess rather than instead of it, with
carefully altered garden ornaments
as pieces.
Also a wonderfully coloured
spiral of plastic rubbish was not really
a double helix nor did it imply the
passage of time nor even the spiral
staircases in the castle which are not
that kind of spiral. But everyone
seems to like this work, especially
children, and it was best seen for just
what it was. The same goes for What’s
on Your Mind – a board with Scrabble
letters for visitors to form words.
A kind of ephemeral visitor’s book?
EMIT was written in sand on the
grass, ‘Time’ backwards. A pair of
wellies full of water was Two Feet
Deep, apparently with multiple
allusions although I was quite
satisfied with the pun (which
reminded me of an early work by the
progenitor of Dame Edna Everage,

Exhibitor or exhibitionist? Melvyn Warren-Smith’s 2011 ‘Exposed’ exhibition at Gallery 150, Leamington Spa www.melvyn-warren-smith.com
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Patricia Preece reviews
the LSA Summer Show 2011

Top: David Lewis, Lansdowne Crescent (2010)
acrylic on canvas, 50 x 40cm
Opposite: Paul Edwards, Red Toria (2009)
oil on canvas, 80 x 100cm
Below: Szevone Chin, Miracles Within (2010)
acrylic on canvas scroll, 53 x 78cm
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F

or me, attending the LSA
‘Summer Show’ is like attending
my school reunion; I meet up with
old acquaintances and see what they
have been doing all year – suffice to
say, I found enough quality to keep
me amused.
My first revelation, was Julia
Hart with her portrait of a young
black boy In My Whole Life (oil
and beeswax on board). It was an
extraordinarily vivid portrait that
glowed with energy and life. It made
me want to ask the boy where he was
going and what he was doing.
Equally successful, was Victoria
Fletcher’s Wells (Acrylic on paper).
I would normally expect her to
paint tight little still lifes rather than
sprawling skies but the freedom in the
brushstrokes that created the clouds
was one of the greatest successes of
the show.
Victoria’s success lies in the fact
that it is painted from nature and,
for this reviewer, too many of the
paintings were based on photographs
or cartoons. Robin Beauly Austin’s
trilogy of cartoonish paintings – for
example, Falstaff (acrylic on canvas)
– showed that he is clearly brim full
of talent. However, I think he is going

to have to attend Neil Moore’s life
classes before people will pay the
four figures he is asking for one of
them. Then, he could be brilliant.
That said, Yvette Bessell’s
Paranoia (mixed media on
watercolour paper) is a perfect
marriage of style and content.
Her painting appears to be Pippy
Longstocking in the lunatic asylum
with bloodied knees and the days
marked off in blood on the walls. This
is what Edvard Munch’s Scream
would have been like if he had been
illustrating children’s books.
Someone who split opinion at
the show was Suminder Virk with

her fine portrait, Hannah (acrylic
and charcoal on canvas). Everyone
agreed it was excellent (it won
the visitor’s choice award) but no
one could agree whether it was
knowingly referencing Edward
Steichen’s 1924 portrait of Gloria
Swanson. According to Suminder it
is born out of old sketchbooks rather
than old photographs. Suffice to say,
I don’t really care and Hannah is less
European than Ms Swanson and the
overprinting of the face reminds one
of henna tattoos which makes the
direct gaze of the model surprising,
contemporary and dare I say,
political?
There is a little knot of clever
artists south of Leamington who I
once heard all shared an admiration
for the wonderful Mary Riley – they
include Lizzie Cariss and Libby
January who were both were on
fantastic form at the show. Like
Mary, Lizzie has a love of nature
and is concerned with capturing the
essence of things rather than the
detail. In Still Life with Lilies (oil on
canvas) she is not concerned with the
details of lilies but rather capturing
their ‘lily-ness’ and putting it onto
canvas. This concern with capturing

alan ranger
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5 week
photographic course
By Alan Ranger an award winning
photographer and
qualified with the
Royal Photographic
Society. Become a
more skilled photographer, reserve
your place and stop taking snaps
and start taking photos to
be proud of!

www.artstrail.co.uk
only the attributes that make an
object what it fundamentally is (and
leaving everything else out) can easily
appear to be abstraction. However,
say that to Lizzie and she will frown
at you in an intelligent way and kindly
tell you how wrong you are.
It may seem like a baby step
from a Lizzie to a Libby but her
pictures are crafted in a very different
way. One of her paintings here, Minus
One Plus One (pastel on paper)
encapsulates her preoccupation with
opposites and tensions. On the one
side are some scribbled out workings
and on the other is the sum – a big
fat zero. Quantity is both present and
absent – a quintessential Januarian
paradox, one might say (if you were a
silly old woman like me).
Photography had a strong
show. Ray Spence was welcomed
back with his clever pictures that
are always about photography and
never about their subject – his was a
masterclass in photoshop to create
An Homage to Arcimboldi (inkjet on
canvas). James Callaghan put up
one of his wonderful Dark Side of

Teddy Bears (giclée print on archival
paper) which uses cute teddy bears to
enact scary scenes. David Chantrey
and Richard Stevens should also be
commended for using their cameras
to add to a scene rather than merely
to capture it – they both showed us
birds in flight.
This was not a strong year for
sculpture, with the exception of the
excellent Direction (ceramic/wood)
by Tim Beer. This managed to
capture the energy and movement
of a bird in flight with greatest
simplicity of form. At the other end
of the spectrum, 35 perfectly formed
cupcakes made a fantastic spectacle in
Sandra Croft’s Fairy Cakes (mixed
media on canvas) and was a nice nod
to Wayne Thiebaud who is a great
favourite of mine.
So what did all this add up to?  
I think that the show was a success
without some of the talent that you
would expect to see.

.

for more info, dates and
availability.

Course Scope

BOOK

NOW

l Get you off the “automatic”
settings on your camera and on to
the manual and semi automatic modes
l Give you a thorough understanding and
foundation of photography concepts to
build your know how
l Give you more confidence to take the
shots you want and the knowledge to
create great images – consistently!
l Whilst we cover many of the technical
aspects of photography its also about
developing your eye, vision, creativity,
passion and appreciation of photography
l You may not take your best ever
photo whilst doing this course but you
should have a firm grasp of the options,
techniques and a greater ability to use
your camera in many more ways than
you can now.

Discover Digital Photography –
Foundation 5 week course
£250 (LSA Members Price £125)

Or Digital Foundation Essentials
Module £85 (LSA Members Price £35)
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Discover
Digital photography Foundation Course
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The Best of 2011, Warwickshire
School of Arts finals show
reviewed by Fiona Metcalf
Wawickshire College, School of Arts
12 Jul to 12 Aug 2011
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T

he show at Warwickshire Arts
School entitled ‘The Best of
2011’ brings together a collection
of students work across a range of
disciplines from painting, jewellery,
fashion to furniture making. It offers
a chance to see the work of students
undertaking leisure courses, as well
as more formal qualification based
courses such as the HND and
Foundation. Many of these students
aim to go on to further study at
notable higher education art schools.
The overall standard of the show
was high, revealing burgeoning talent
and some prominent works. My
favourites being Nikita Bal’s three
dimensional collection of beautiful
objects; vases, pots, bowls and dishes.
All made out of hundreds of leaves of
tightly compressed paper in a simple

natural colour. They had the feel and
strength of ceramics but were entirely
constructed of paper. Assembled
together to form a strong centrepiece
they were beautifully balanced and
harmonious.
Sam Swinton, aiming to study
industrial design at Bournemouth
had wittily and creatively assembled
two outsized chairs and a table out
of found, natural objects, pieces of
wood and branches. It symbolised a
childhood fantasy reminiscent of tree
houses. Photographs and personal
memorabilia adorning one chair gave
us an intimate glimpse into childhood
and past memories.
Caroline Dodgs’s oversized
knitted jewellery was both striking
and humorous. Influenced, no doubt,
by the work of Ruth Bridgeman,

who after graduating at Brighton
launched her ethical knitted collection
at London Fashion Week. In stark
contrast to this was Louise Milne’s
delicate silver earrings and pendant;
thin slivers of metal interspersed with
soft grey organza. Both worked in
their own unique ways.
Freddie Nichols, soon to take
up study at the London College of
Communication to study illustration
and visual media, arrested the viewer
with a hard-hitting display of artwork
for advertising on billboards, posters
and the underground confronting
the social issues of autism. Visually
thought provoking, it was well
conceived with good strong images
and strap line.
Fashion student Emma Hart’s
beautifully made glass coat was
at once fragile, delicate but sharp
and biting, possibly a reference to
the world of fashion. Her use of
different materials reminded me of
some of the earlier work of Hussein
Chalayan whose own work is always
at the cutting edge of fashion and
experimentation. She is someone
to watch out for when she starts at
Kingston.
Photography was most strikingly
portrayed in the entrance hall in a
haunting installation by the work
of Jordan Hughes. Reminiscent
of the provocative work of Diane
Arbus, Hughes has created a

Oppposite left, Nikita Bal, various pots, vases and
dishes (2011) compressed paper, various sizes
Opposite right: Emma Hart, Coat (2011) Glass and
mixed media
Above: Sam Swinton, Outsize chairs & table
(2011) various wood, various sizes
Below: Jordon Hughes, I never thought it would
come to this (2011) digital photograph
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T

his is what I got up to one
weekend in Leamington Spa.
This was the first time that I had
done anything like this and I
thoroughly enjoyed the experience,
so much so that I am going to do
it again. It was great to meet so
many different people and lots of
other artists. Lots of my business
cards were given out and I got three
commissions, so it was really worth
doing. I think that all artists should
have a go at it, much better than
being holed up in the studio. We
were also really well looked after by
Starbucks who brought us lots of
coffee (for FREE!) and Strada kept
coming out with plates of pizza and
garlic bread. Also the camaraderie
between all the stall holders was
very special and made such a lovely
atmosphere.
...and the background from
Carole...
The first Arts Fair was trialled
in Regent Grove in April 2011. The
feedback was incredibly positive
about the quality of the art and how it
added a distinctive creative ambience
to Leamington and celebrated local
talent. So Arts Trail a not for profit
organisation was set up to run them,
promote them and add a little sparkle
to Saturdays in Leamington.
The new location was Livery
Street in Regent Court and the
idea was for all Artists, Art Groups,
students or people wishing to
promote their art courses or activities
to use this monthly event as an
opportunity to showcase their work or
test the water. Ten Fairs later,
we saw an increase in the traffic
to Livery Street peaking at 13,000
visitors on a single day and over
£12,000 banked by the Artists to date

helping them to continue making Art.
So 2012 sees the continuation
of the Art Fairs on the last Saturday
of each month, starting on Saturday
Aril 28th through to December 22nd.
Please see www.artstrail.co.uk for all
dates and booking fees, shared stalls
and stall guidance notes. Discounts
are available for block bookings
or artists wishing to provide a live
art demonstration or music. Email
Carole@artstrail.co.uk or call her
on 07768 617 081 if you’d like any
further information.

.
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Wendy Cook’s
experience at Leamington
Contemporary ArtsFair

Reviews

social documentary containing a
series of coloured photographs of an
elderly woman whose life had been
reduced to a small space with chair
and television and cigarettes. It was
provocatively entitled, I never thought
it would come to this.
Finally, George Lodyer’s large
abstract painting with geometric
horizontal lines bisecting the canvas
made an impact in the hallway. He
will surely continue to develop his
skills when he takes up a place at
Falmouth Art College.
The show demonstrated the
scope and breadth of courses offered
by Warwickshire College and
highlighted the serious work, study
and tutoring undertaken there. We
are fortunate here in Warwickshire to
have such a place of excellence.
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Lord Leycester’s Warwickshire:
a review by
Jenny Phillipson
The Life and Legacy of Robert Dudley
Leamington Spa Art Gallery & Museum
25 Jun to 18 Sep 2011
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O

ver this last year the residents of,
and the visitors to, Leamington
Spa have had to run the gauntlet of
the town-wide ‘amenity improvement’
works. Suffice to say that Jeff Watkin
who composed and delivered this
exhibition was not enamoured of
these works coinciding with his Lord
Leycester’s Warwickshire exhibition!
However he need not have
worried – this was a supreme show
and proved to be a popular attraction
bringing visitors to the town and also
providing a highlight for residents
of the Leamington, Warwick and
Kenilworth area.
Lavish and presenting a wealth
of paintings, maps, deeds, objects
and furniture from the Elizabethan
era in Warwickshire as well later
material that had been inspired by
the legacy of Robert Dudley – the
Lord Leycester in question – this was
a highly informative and revealing
presentation.

Although perhaps not so well
known now, Robert Dudley and
his family were close to the centre
of much of the Tudor dynasty’s
key moments – his father was both
the Earl of Warwick and Duke of
Northumberland in the reigns of
Henry VIII and Edward VI; and was
one of the instigators of the doomed
plan to install Lady Jane Grey as the
monarch of England in 1553 ahead
of Princess Mary. Robert Dudley,
as Lord Leycester, was to become
Elizabeth I’s favoured suitor. Indeed,
in the short book that supplemented
this exhibition: “...[By] early 1560,
some courtiers and foreign observers
believed that he was ‘the king that is
to be’.”
A particular highlight of this
exhibition and of Robert Dudley’s
life was Elizabeth I’s visit to him
at Kenilworth Castle in July 1575
when she stayed there for 19 days –
apparently the longest time she spent

staying at a residence other than her
own. Here she was presented with a
series of banquests and celebrations
known as The Princelye Pleasures –
however without the space to give
justice to the whole exhibition or this
particular feature I would suggest
the reader begin by researching this
aspect and discover a truly staggering
lost world of fascinating regality,
aristocracy and legend.

.

Above: The last will & testament of Robert
Dudley, Lord Leycester (1588) 			
original document
Below: Exhibition photograph
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Capability Brown & Stanley Spencer
at Compton Verney by
Dave Phillips
Right: Nathaniel Dance, Lancelot ‘Capability’
Brown, oil on canvas (circa 1770) 		
©National Potrait Gallery

Compton Verney, 25 Jun to 2 Oct 2011

exhibition, organised by Dr Steven
Parissien, Director of Compton
Verney and Professor Timothy
Mowl, University of Bristol, was
thorough in the extreme. It was as
much a learning exercise, as a visual
experience, where we discovered
that gun technology and carriage
improvements had as important a
role in the design concepts as artistic
considerations. Yes, an illuminating
and fascinating exhibition,
When we turn to Stanley
Spencer (1891 – 1959), a one man
band, whose garden paintings of
the 1920s, 30s and 40s were once
regarded as pot-boilers, we can more
immediately understand and respond.
They are simply delightful, and his
paintings of Wisteria, Cookham show
his enjoyment and are indicative of
his personal vision of the garden as
‘private heaven’. There is a thesis
which emerges if you look closely,
which is that the composition of
these works keeps you imperceptibly
at a distance, as if they are layered
barriers, earth works, (shades of

25
trenches), disguised with flowers,
plants, trees. The paintings seem
intimate and recognisably, different
in subject from his visionary paintings
but have the same touch. He captures
the changing scene of building
development of the interwar period
but imbues it with his feelings. He
is a painter of significance and one
who highlights the achievements of
‘Capability’ by the modesty of scale
and the privacy of intent.
This was yet another scholarly
exhibition curated by Dr Steven
Parissien. As Director of Compton
Verney, the energy of the man is
awesome and he is in the process,
with his staff, of changing its face and
putting everything on a much more
professional level. The initiatives
already undertaken have made it a
national treasure, with many local
benefits, which we are able to enjoy,
always underpinned by scholarship
and learning. The exhibitions held in
recent years have been outstanding
and the ones to come most
exciting.

.
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Two exciting exhibitions at
Compton Verney which were cleverly
juxtaposed – Capability Brown (1716
– 83) and the Landscapes of Middle
England and Stanley Spencer (1891 1959) and the English Garden, 25th
June to 2nd October 2011.
One dealt with the
transformation of many of the
landed gentry’s estates in the 18th
century and the other with paintings
of humble domestic back gardens
in the 20th. Whereas Brown’s
work demanded a huge work force,
enormous planning, vast amounts
of money, ability to deal with the
‘toffs’, a kind of ‘conceptual artist’
before the term ever existed, Spencer
endears himself to us on a personal
level, with his smallish canvases,
his little pram containing his easel,
paints, brushes as he wanders around
the neighbourhood. He enlightens
our ordinary lives, as we identify with
flowers and gardens which he paints,
because these could well be ours.
Yet, when we experience Capability
Brown’s Compton Verney,
Blenheim Palace, Coombe Abbey,
Newham Paddox, (all virtually
local), and so many others with their
epic landscapes, we glimpse and
appreciate what genius parades before
us. So many artists have romped and
painted in these ‘natural’ landscapes,
not realising they are as artificial as
the formal gardens they replaced. Yet
these estates, numbering well over a
hundred, are the embodiment of a
complex aesthetic, which in simplistic
terms involves the notion of the
serpentine shape, seen so often in the
curving bank of a lake or the sweep
of clusters of trees. As in all things
to do with ‘art,’ Brown’s critics were
fierce and unrelenting; Chambers,
Knight and Price, among others. This

Below: Stanley Spencer, Wisteria, Cookham
oil on canvas, Courtesy of the Harris Museum &
Art Gallery, Preston
© The Estate of Stanley Spencer 2010
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Warwickshire College, School
of Arts – end of year show
reviewed by Dave Phillips

Warwickshire College, School of Arts 1 to 8 Jul 2011
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H

ow wonderful to be a student
now, especially in our local
School of Arts. The number of
courses on offer is mind boggling,
with the traditional Foundation
Year leading on to degree courses,
complemented by higher diplomas
in a range of subjects as well as
City & Guilds courses with equally
wide in remits. I saw excellent
craftsmanship (what a relief to think
it still exists), as in the work of John
Tipping whose Sofa Table in Brazilian
mahogany (I ask you) and rosewood
was outstanding. His other work
too, revealed intelligence at work,
which could not only master design
concepts but was clearly versed in all
the traditional knowledge of materials
and their utilisation. Here is still a
living voice which echoes The Cult
of Beauty exhibition as seen at the
V&A, and the Art and Crafts gang of
Chipping Camden. There were others
too such as Anna Blackwell whose
daring was only equalled by her skill
in furniture making. In all there were
about twenty-two students in this
section alone. A great show which
extended into ceramics, jewellery, and
soft furnishings.
I should like to comment on the
work of about ten students, which
caught my eye, among many, many
talented ones. James Turner’s work
was quite outrageous with daubed
script on a tumultuous background
of paint, in true graffiti style, as in
No point in doing God, celebrities are
better showing two such persons.
Alvin Taylor’s painted face of
Blair, based on a photograph, with a
demonic grin, and a face structured
seemingly a little bit like a map was
very striking. Natalia Gasson, on
the other hand chose to juxtapose

a women’s worn out face against
a red ground, one image with the
eyes open and the other with the
eyes closed. It was the latter which
seemed more tired and exhausted,
with an ordinary face conveying the
burden of living a hard life. Amaa
Abd Manan’s two videos seemed
to contrast a devout way of life, in
one, with little sound, to another
where there was life and bustle but to
which we didn’t have the key, as the
dialogue was mostly not in English.
So perhaps we didn’t understand
the more subtle points but our eyes
were glued to the screen as we tried
to understand through the imagery,
which was a clever ruse. Sally Bailey
produced some powerful images
which had the element of danger,
with skilfully painted broken doll
heads like cracked eggs, large and
ominous. The threat emerging from
them was palpable. In another image
the words were sufficient to send
a shiver down one’s spine ‘Let me
tie you up… Come along with me’,
complemented with appropriate
images of sink and bath. The work
was excellent. Jonathan Craney
created weird creatures as if out of
some horror movie but simply made
of paper and stiff discarded packaging
but by means of paint and modelling,
convinced us the artefacts were
much more substantial. His video
was more benign but again showed
talent across a number of creative
outlets. Samantha Waugh painted
and attached a huge assortment of
stuff, pieces of ceramics, plastic et
al all underwritten by a frenzied but
knowing intention on a very large
canvas to make a blaze of colour
and texture – very striking but sort
of crazy. Hannah Elliott’s work was

equally striking made up what seemed
like remnants from a building site but
with skilfully painted images on their
surfaces, like graffiti on old discarded
doors with open letter boxes, or
windows seeming to show signs of
past living. In another studio I found
some stunning work in creative
textiles with Anna Scott’s appealing
tourist imagery of Paris set on a red
ground and Barbara Kenny’s piece
of jumping fish in contrasting red and
blue seas, which was extraordinary.
I liked Fiona Mecalfe’s two birds,
one at rest and the other in flight,
achieved with consummate skill.
Joyce Lighton-Dyson produced
very delicate hangings, interweaved
with gold thread and dried leaves,
achieving a poetic feel to the work. I
was struck by the poignant imagery
of Deana Hall, whose photography,
depicting a young girl sitting by a sink
and a bath, in a sequence of images
sees her finally lying helpless, having
self-harmed and taken pills. It brings
to light the increasing number of such
tragedies and fills parents’ hearts
with sadness and alarm. The contrast
was equally evocative with three
images of a bright red plastic spade
with sand and a camping site, which
was indicative of the more fulfilling
life, with hope and happiness. The
photography was convincing with
the appropriate grime, and narrative
seriousness, showing a student who
used her skills to make piercing
social comment. Of course, with the
recent sad death of Amy Winehouse
the imagery is even more poignant,
remorseful, and effective, although
in her case it seems there was no
illegality involved, but such a loss.
The place was alive with creative
energies in all directions and in all
media. I would have thought this
and the Best of ’11 sufficient evidence
for the School of Arts to think about
awarding its own degrees. The
College would be rewarded with extra
funding and an additional income
stream for extra staff and facilities,
although the existing size of the Arts
School is still a huge hidden secret
in the art educational world. The
prestige would be enormous and the
town of Royal Leamington Spa I am
sure would be proud to welcome such
a development. The work on show
indicates it is worthy enough.

.

Alfred Wallis and
Ben Nicholson at
Compton Verney by
Dave Phillips
Right: Alfred Wallis, Small Boat in a rough sea

Compton Verney 26 Mar to 5 Jun 2011

hat a wonderful idea, and
congratulations accordingly
to Compton Verney, to arrange a
selected but small, potent exhibition
of the work of these two artists, whose
history is inextricably linked. It was a
charming exhibition with more Wallis
than Nicholson, which was intended
and quite rightly put the spotlight
on Wallis, to good effect. Without
Nicholson, the work of Wallis may
well have become part of the excellent
collection of Folk Art housed at
Compton Verney itself. That was
indeed a fateful day in 1928, in St
Ives, when Chris Wood and Ben
Nicholson happened to pass the door
of Alfred Wallis, and looked in to
see an ‘artist’ at work. It was a life
changing moment for Wallis. What
they saw and recognised immediately,
unlike the locals, was a painter with
extraordinary imagination, who broke
the rules without realising there were
any such, of perspective, proportion,
dimension, etc., for example,

St. Ives Harbour, Hayle Bay and
Godrevy and the fishing boats. Take any
number of his works and you have
that sense of energy, of delight, of
invigoration, pictorially convincing,
as in Schooner Approaching Harbour
(Compton Verney). Yes, the feed
back into Nicholoson’s work can be
detected as in 1928 (Cornwall) but
it is a knowing utilisation, admirable
and clever. Wallis is part of the
intellectual history of European
painting because he was ‘discovered’
and became better known in the
thirties. He was influential, as was
Douanier Rousseau, but different,
in the formation of a genre of naïve
art, allowing untrained artists such as
‘Grandma’ Moses, and quite a few
others to establish reputations and
sell their work as art.
In fact ‘outsider art’ is at the
moment undergoing a forceful
renaissance, with an understanding
of the of pure energy of the ‘naïve’
to the extent that Turner prize

winners, Grayson Perry (2003),
Jeremy Deller (2004) and even
Susan Philipsz (2010) have utilised
the traditions and techniques of
folk artists. Three years ago, ‘The
Museum of Everything’ in Camden,
London was set up for artists and
creators living outside modern
society. In fact, on our very doorstep,
Compton Vernery staged an
exhibition called ‘What the Folk Say’,
in which Peter Blake, Mike Nelson
and Susan Hiller responding to the
gallery’s renowned folk art collection.
There is a growing awareness of the
genuineness of this type of art and
the ‘outsider artist’ may well become
the ‘insider’, with all the implications
which that implies for the art world
and market.

.

Below right: Ben Nicholson, Cornish Landscape
(1940) oil, tempera and pencil on board
© Angela Verren Taunt 2010
Below left: Alfred Wallis, St Ives Harbour, Hayle
Bay and Godrevy and the fishing boats
(1932 – 1934) oil on card
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(c. 1936) oil on card

Andy Farr: a
profile by the
artist himself

almost as if I hadn’t seen it before.
Yet when the statue was first erected
in 1922 the pain of the war would
have been firmly etched in the minds
of everyone in the town. I wanted
to create a piece that would remind
people its significance.
Silent Witness gave me the desire
to dig deeper into my emotional
responses, and I found myself
being drawn towards more abstract
expression. Centrepoint No.2 is an
example of this. The painting started
with photographs of a London street
at night and evolved into an abstract
geometric work, using the core forms
and shapes, but still expressing
the mystery and excitement of the
urban street. My new direction was
endorsed by the positive comments of
the artist Caroline Hulse, FRSA:
“Andy takes the complexity of form and
withdraws it to simple line and tone,
retaining the complexity of the original
but in new dimension. A simple line
should not be able to convey such emotion
and intrigue – but Andy makes that
happen. Look at ‘Installation 2’ – one
hue so carefully balanced and formed
that you are in the painting, going on the
journey Andy so brilliantly creates. A new
vision that opens up a whole new world.”

I

returned to painting three years
ago, after a brief pause of about
twenty years! I started by painting
things I liked, or that interested
me. The result was a very eclectic
collection of landscapes, flowers and
portraits. Then through Warwickshire
Artists I got the opportunity to
exhibit at the Pastelaria Portuguesa
cafe in Warwick. The cafe owners
liked my pictures of Portuguese life
sufficiently to buy two of them, which
encouraged me to keep painting.

The next step in my painting
development was Silent Witness. This
was a mixed media piece combining
photographic images, poetry and
acrylic painting. Silent Witness was
exhibited as part of the Leamington
Open in 2009 and is now on display
at the British Legion regional HQ.
The painting came about almost by
accident; I remember walking down
the Parade and despite having lived
in the area for over twenty years
being struck by the war memorial,

I’m now working on a new series
of paintings inspired by industrial
buildings. Foundry Sunset is a work in
progress, inspired by pictures of the
Ford Foundry. I was struck by the
imposing, almost cathedral like, scale
of the building’s interior, but this is
overlaid with a sense of sadness at the
loss of part of our industrial heritage.
My painting style continues
to evolve, but at its heart my goal
is to express the emotions that are
contained within a scene or situation.

People
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Above: Andy Farr, Quai da Riberia (2009)
oil on canvas, 132 x 98 cm
Opposite: Andy Farr, Silent Witness (2009)
oil and photographic print on canvas,
90 x 160 cm
Left: Andy Farr, Centrepoint No.2 (2010)
oil on canvas, 150 x 150 cm

Forthcoming exhibitions
Weekend Breaks
Renewal 3
Leamington & District
Embroiderers’ Guild
Jane Murray Photographer
Andy Farr

31st January – 19th February 2012
21st February – 11th March 2012
13th March – 25th March 2012
24th April – 13th May
17th July – 5th August
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I feel I’m just starting out,
experimenting to find what forms
work to create the right balance of
intrigue and simplicity. Painting
can be a lonely process but I have
been lucky to receive ongoing
encouragement from both my family
and other artists.

People

Wanna know what to expect if
you have an exhibition
at Gallery 150?
Diana Archer describes her
recent experience
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W

hen I exhibited my art work
recently in the Gallery 150, I
went into the experience with my eyes
closed, not really knowing what to
expect, as I prepared my paintings for
my one woman show. Yes, of course,
completing the art work in order to
show it in the new spacious art gallery
is the reason to have a solo show, but
then you have to start thinking well
in advance, of many other important
issues which all have to be scheduled
in time for the forthcoming event.
For example, a selection of your
best art work has to be sent digitally
to ‘Publicity’ with a well prepared
CV, which are then sent to local
newspapers and magazines in the
Warwickshire area, a week before the
art exhibition begins.
Then there are the ‘labels’!
They have to be typed up in a
special format, so that they can be
printed off at the time of the event. All
art works have to be named, dated,
priced and numbered, to be counted
in and out, hopefully with a lower
number, showing that you have ‘Sold’!
Of course budgeting for all the
framing also has to be done (I had
25 mostly large paintings!), and the
cost of all that mounting and running
along to the framers! All of that
was expensive and then the thing
that really threw me; mirror plates!
These have to be arranged before the
hanging of the art work.
Naturally, all of my paintings were
dutifully framed with ‘cord’ on the back
for hanging on the Gallery 150 walls.
Think again, dear artist!
For speed, convenience and to
present the paintings efficiently and
professionally, each piece of work has
to have the mirror plates attached.
The Gallery decrees it and, after all,
the new curator, Kate Livingstone,

is such an adept practitioner of
electric drills and getting the paintings
secured onto the wall!
They, mirror plates, are very
evasive to buy, and expensive, so
be careful where you leave them if
artists are around! Like gold they will
disappear in a moment!..but I am going
ahead of myself!
So the time is approaching for your
exhibition. You have been preparing
for months and you arrive at the time
of the change over (from one artist
to another and normally on a Sunday
evening) then leave the paintings
to the very professional and quite
amazing new Curator, to hang all the
work for you.
I really appreciated the fact that
all of my hard work was now to be
handed over to the gallery experts. (I
had screwed on my mirror plates after
all, hadn’t I!)
The next day, the day of ‘the
hanging’, I received a phone call.
It was Gerry Smith, the Gallery
Manager,
“It doesn’t look right!” he said.
“Do you mind if we paint half of the
frames white?”
I readily agreed! I liked handing
over to the professionals at this
point, but I was not prepared to be
so surprised when I dropped into the
gallery later on; half of the art work
had been arranged on the far grey,
and white, walls. It looked amazing,
especially the white frames on the
grey (with the grey carpet.) What a
perfect eye Kate Livingstone, (and
the Management) has; I am in her
debt for arranging my paintings to
perfection!
When all of the paintings had
been hung, and I had busied myself
painting the mirror plates white or
grey. I knew why I had worked so

hard for this moment; to see my art
work filling the gallery space; work
which spanned ten years! To see it all
presented as an entire unit...
That moment was sheer joy!
And then to see the reviews in
The Leamington Courier (two), and
The Stratford Herald, and then to
see these placed beside my CV and
Curatorial statement in Gallery150.
It’s worth it all I can tell you! All
the hard work!
I had enormous help from
volunteers, such as Evelyn and Ede,
who helped with the preparation of
the food and making the Pimms,
and then there was Mr Nelson. No
preview evening is complete without
his services; the professional barman,
dressed in maitre d’ attire who pours
the drinks with courtesy and wit.
With sultry music, and in my
case, candle light, it was the chance
to meet others in the art world; fellow
artists and interested art lovers, as
well as those who you just knew are
‘going places’ in the art world. It is a
privilege and a pleasure to be allowed
this experience at Gallery 150.
The Management of the gallery
supports artists like me.
I relished the attention that my
paintings received, and I was happy
when people picked up my leaflets
to read, and more importantly, I
was thrilled to read comments in the
visitors’ book. But even more than
all of that was the ‘sheer joy’ to have
SOLD some of my art to appreciative
buyers!
It was very hard work but with
all of the help given by Gallery 150
and LSA members particularly, I feel
personally, and for many reasons, that
I achieved a success.
Thank you to all who helped me
to achieve this personal goal!

.
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warwickshire
school of arts

in Leamington Spa
& Henley in Arden

We offer a wide variety of full and part time courses in the
creative arts.
Part time and leisure course areas include:
Upholstery & Soft Furnishings
Interiors
Glass
Jewellery
DIY Paint techniques
Woodworking
Painting & Drawing
Music
Multimedia
Photography & Video
For more information on our provision please call: 01926 318233
Or e-mail: enquiries@warkscol.ac.uk or visit www.warwickshire.ac.uk
media l art and design l graphic design l interactive media l photography l music l usic
technology l furniture l 3d design l fashion l visual communication l fine art l design crafts
l games development l theatre costume l interior design l jewellery l ceramics l funishings l
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l 3d design l fashion l visual communication l fine art l design crafts l games develoment
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design l graphic design l interactive media l photography l design crafts l games develop-

Books

Three book
reviews by
Dave Phillips
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Seven Days in the
Art World
by Sarah Thornton
Granta, 2009, £8.99

S

hould you spend time reading
this book? What can ostensibly
Seven Days in the Art World tell you,
which you didn’t know, maybe,
having spent a lifetime in it, in one
capacity or another? Well, the author
interviewed about 250 specialists over
a period of three years. In addition
she spent such time also reading the
background literature. Moreover,
Thorton is an art-historian and
a sociologist of art. To sum up in
answer to the question is that it is,
worth the read, if you want insights
into a complex, secretive, opaque
world which is difficult to access.

This book is structured so as to
look at seven aspects of the art world.
It purports to be the experience of
seven days but is in fact a detailed
ethnographical study, spread over
three years. She uses qualitative
methods such as detailed interviews,
prolonged participant observation, a
verstehen look at the world through
the eyes of those involved where value
judgements do not obtrude.
Thorton’s seven days are spent
at an auction at Christie’s in New
York in November where prices
exceed expectations, and much
excitement is had. She catches the
flavour of the occasion and the
rather unreal world of mega-wealth
in attendance. The other days are
spent in key parts of the art world
such as the Turner Prize, a ‘crit’ in
an art school, at an ‘art fair’, in an
artist’s studio, in a publishing house,
at the Venice Biennale. It is all very
entertaining and because she brings
an intellectual, analytic stance to all
these moments the overall experience
is one where you feel involved and
informed. I bought the book at Tate
Britain but would suggest you get it
from the local Leamington library
unless you fancy a punt on being
informed about the complex, bitchy
world that makes up the ‘art world’.
“The art world is so full of warring
factions that I have no idea how I
would have managed the conflict
if it were not in this role”, i.e.,
“As a non-judgmental participant
observer”. Oddly enough, as if to
illustrate the previous sentence,
Sarah Thornton has won (27 July,
2011) £65,000 damages over a
“spiteful” book review in the Daily
Telegraph because the reviewer falsely
denied being consulted by the author.
This is thought to be the first finding
of malice against a reviewer, Lyn
Barber, in decades. In this instance,
it seems our Sarah was judgemental!
There is to be an appeal, so the saga
continues.

The Model Wife:
The Passionate Lives of
Effie Gray, Ruskin
and Millais
by Suzanne Fagence
Cooper
Duckworth Overlook
2010, £25.00

I

magine being married to John
Ruskin, one of the greatest English
art critics of the 19th Century,
for six years, then obtaining an
annulment of your marriage, for
non-consummation, in the stifling
conformity of Victorian society;
imagine being married to Sir Everett
Millais, a child prodigy, part of the
PRB, President of the Royal Academy
of Arts, great and much loved English
artist; imagine being the eldest child
of a family of fifteen and a mother of
eight, and all that entailed; imagine
being beautiful and capable, always
looking out for the best interests of
your husband and children; imagine
developing sight problems and going
virtually blind in later life; imagine
watching your husband dying of
throat cancer because he smoked
a pipe all his life. Such was the life
of ‘Effie’ Millais, (née Euphemia
Chalmers Gray) – The Model Wife.
After all that, Sir Roy Strong
could state, in the Spectator (1967),

his book is concerned with the
lives of five successful British
artists, who attended the Slade
School of Art before the First World
War: Spencer, Gertler, Carrington,
Nash, and Nevinson. It examines,
both the nature of the Slade, as a
school of art, with the effects of that
war ‘to end all wars’ (when will we
learn?), on their subsequent careers.
When one considers all the artists
who could have been chosen, one
detects a certain arbitrary choice.
The binding factor is they all went
to the Slade and knew of each other.
There was Dora Carrington, the
token femme fatale loved by Gertler,
Nash and Nevinson, who married
Ralph Partridge, who in turn was
loved by Lytton Strachey the famous
historian and author of Eminent
Victorians, whom in turn Carrington
loved and adored, and when he died,
Dora committed suicide. That’s just
for starters! What was her magnetic
attraction, one wonders?
But it would belittle a serious
book to suggest its appeal lay in
sensationalism. The bibliography
is impressive: it runs to over seven
pages, the notes over twenty,
and index fourteen. Such is the
thoroughness of research and
documentation. Its vividness is
maintained by quotations from
primary sources, letters, diaries and
journals. There are photographs in
colour of significant works, which
for the price of the book is surprising.
These were ambitious artists
who sought and achieved success,
some more than others, such as Nash
and Spencer. All in various ways were
affected by the ‘Great War’, it being
the significant catalyst. There are
telling images of the haunting horror
of the battlefield by Nash, Nevinson,
and Spencer. Few can forget Nash’s
images of war: desolate, ravaged,
brutalised landscapes with mud,
waterlogged shell holes and the odd
charred tree. What heroism our artists
showed during those terrible four
years. War changed their lives and
art. This is surely sufficient reason,
to buy and read this book, in spite
of certain reservations.
Stanley Spencer’s stature as
an idiosyncratic English artist is
well-known, but his brave work
as a conscientious objector for
the Red Cross, for four years, in

Mesopotamia, less so. It is these
nooks and crannies, revealing hidden
nuances and nuggets of knowledge,
which makes this book a treasure
trove of curiosity.
Mark Gertler, from the East
End, son of Jewish immigrants, had
the hardest beginnings. All in their
different ways though had various
family problems. It was his sense of
failure after an exhibition that led to
his suicide in 1939.
Stanley Spencer, too, had
innumerable personal and domestic
problems, divorcing his wife Hilda,
marrying the lesbian, Patricia Preece,
who failed to consummate the
marriage, and then turning him out of
his house! Not a good model in this
respect for any artist.
It is easy to enumerate all the
rather fascinating and sometimes
ghastly details of their lives, which
this book describes, but this is where
you, the potential reader, come into
the equation. I recommend this
book, for the reason that it is most
informative, throwing light on the
development of the art, but with some
reservation. What I found lacking was
a sufficiently sophisticated analytical
commentary with few profound
observations on all the data supplied.
This is where you, as the reader, will
have to bring your intelligence to bear
on what after all is an exciting and
gripping narrative.

.

Gallery150
Print & Framing
Service

Regents Court
Shopping Centre

Get the best return on
your original work of Art
by having Limited Edition
Archival Prints.
All at low members rates.
Visit Gallery150 to see how
we can help.

Warwickshire

9 Livery Street
Leamington Spa
CV32 4NP
Open
Tuesday–Saturday
11am–6pm
Sunday
11am–4pm
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A Crisis of Brilliance:
Five Young British Artists
and the Great War
by David Boyd
Haycock, Old Street,
2010, £9.99

T

Books

that “Effie has an awful lot to answer
for” implying, that owing to her,
Millais had “sold out” and it would
have been better if “he had been
drowned in a Scottish loch instead of
running off with Mrs Ruskin”.
Having read the book, I can’t
imagine any person not bristling with
feminist indignation, at the above
slur. Did his cruel remarks have any
justification? This book can help you
decide. It is a model of scholarship,
based on an examination of extensive
archives of letters, private papers and
public documents.
If you are interested in the byways of art history, related to great
artists and critics, this is an admirable
account of two of them: lives and
aspirations. Our local Leamington
Spa library, I am sure, should
have a copy. I can say I enjoyed
it, and marvelled at what went on,
astonished at times, too. Someone
bought if for me as a present! The
19th Century art world clearly was a
miracle of politics and intrigue, and
‘Effie’ played her part.

People

LSA members’
websites
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Alan Ablethorpe
www.alanablethorpe.co.uk
Robert Aley
www.thewaxstudio.com
Eleanor Allitt
www.eleanorallitt.com
Heather Bailey
www.heatherbaileyart.co.uk
Rupam Barthakur
www.rupambarthakur.com
Yvette Bessels
www.yvettebessels.com
Dorothy Biddle
www.warwickshireartists.co.uk/Dorothy-Biddle.htm
Michael Bourner
www.bournerimages.com
Julie Bourner
www.bournerimages.com
Dave Bowcutt
www.thisisbo.com
Clifford Brigden
www.artstudio42.com
Jamie Byrne
www.artbyrne.co.uk
James Callaghan
www.jamescallaghan.co.uk/
Josh Callaghan
www.joshcallaghan.carbonmade.com
Anthea Callen
www.antheacallen.co.uk
Lizzie Cariss
www.lizziecariss.com
Tony Cartwright
www.tonycartwright.com
Jane Catherall
www.janecatherall.co.uk
Stephen Charlton
www.charltonsculpture.co.uk
Przemyslaw Chojnowski
www.warwickshireartists.co.uk/profile aspx?artist= Przemyslaw%20Chojnowski
Lynsey Cleaver
www.lynseycleaver.co.uk
Carol Cox
www.carolcox.co.uk
Sandra Croft
www.wix.com/sandracroft/art
Rebecca Cusdin
www.artbywoodbine.co.uk
Terry Davies
www.lens-scape.co.uk
Paul Edwards
www.pauledwardsart.com
Kay Elliott
www.kelliott.co.uk
Stuart Ellis
www.stuartellisart.co.uk
Mo Enright
www.mo-enright.me.uk
Andy Farr
www.andyfarr.com
Victoria Fletcher
www.victoriafletcher.co.uk
Andrew Flint
http://web.mac.com/andrewrussellflint/Site/Introduction.html
Rita Gabrowska
www.ritagabrowska.com
Russell Gain
www.russellgain.co.uk
Bob Gilhooley
www.art-bobbygill.co.uk
Cyril Ginn
www.cyrilssculptures.blogspot.com/
Margaret Godwin
www.margaretgodwin.talktalk.net
Christine Gray
www.grayceramics.com
Gerald Green
www.ggarts.demon.co.uk
Dianne Greenway
www.visual-arts-stratford.co.uk/artists/dianne_greenway/DianneGreenway.htm
Michala Gyetvai
http://kaylacoo.blogspot.com/
Paula Hamilton
www.paulahamiltonart.com
Julie Hart
www.artbyjuliehart.com
Fiona Hodgetts
www.binton.info/FionasGallery/home.aspx
Ryan Hughes
www.ryan-hughes.co.uk
Erik Ivens
www.rikivens.co.uk
Libby January
www.libbyjanuary.com
Alison Johnson
www.alisonmjohnson.com
Tracy Jolly
www.tracyjolly.co.uk
Catherine Jones
www.catherinejones.co.uk
Chris Jones
www.thinksheet.co.uk
Valerie Just
www.artist.vpweb.co.uk
Kadi Kaivo
vimeo.com/user3601511
David Kelhan
www.excelerateresources.co.uk
David Kelhan
www.excelerateresources.co.uk
Usha Khosla
www.studio-pottery.co.uk
Lubomir Korenko
www.lubomirkorenko.com
Robert Lavers
www.laversarchitecture.com

David Lewis
www.davidlewisart.co.uk
Sue Lewis-Blake
www.lewis-blake.co.uk
Angus Liddell
www.angusliddell.4t.com
Rachel Liddell
www.domaldesigns.co.uk
Ann Loscombe
www.annloscombe.co.uk
Peter Lovelock
www.peterlovelock.com
Jackie Mackay
www.jackiemackayartist.co.uk
Jen Manning
www.jenmanning-paintings.com
Christine Markham
www.chrissieartanddesign.co.uk
Alfreda McHale
www.alfredamchale.com
Roy Meats
www.roymeats.co.uk
Sheila Millward
www.sheilamillward.co.uk
Carey Moon
www.careymoon.com
Sarah Moore
www.axisweb.org/seCVPG.aspx?ARTISTID=11348
Louise Morgan
www.lsa-artists.co.uk/louise_morgan/morgan_profile.html
David Morphew
www.davidmorphew.com
Jo Murphy
www.artsmeridiem.com
Grace Newman
www.gracenewman.co.uk/
Christine O’Sullivan
www.christineosullivan.com
Chris Oxenbury
www.comedyicons.com/artofokse
Mary Partridge
www.warwickshireartists.co.uk/profile.aspx?artist= Mary%20Partridge
Fiona Payne
www.solihullartists.co.uk
Rod Perkins
www.green-art.org.uk
Barbara Perkins
www.green-art.org.uk
Zoe Petrie
www.zoepetrie.co.uk
Kathryn Pettitt
www.kathrynpettitt.co.uk
James Phillips
www.soundcloud.com/squidakanumbern9ne
Neil Phillips
www.warwickshireartists.co.uk/profile aspx?artist=Neil%20Phillips
Hilary Poole
www.pooles-of-light.co.uk
Shuchita Puri
www.stirdesign.biz
Beverley Ranger
www.wix.com/littlered6/beverly_ranger_portfolio
Maria Rankin
www.mariarankin.com
Jan Rawnsley
www.janrawnsley.co.uk
Nicola Richards
www.nicolarichardsceramics.co.uk
Margarita Rubra
www.margaritarubra.co.uk
Leslie Rucinski
www.lesrucinski.com
Denise Russell
www.creativeceramicsculpture.co.uk
Anya Simmons
www.warwickshireartists.co.uk/profile.aspx?artist=Anya%20Simmons
Carole Sleight
www.artstrail.co.uk
DJ Kirby
Smart Image Furniture www.smartimagefurniture.co.uk
Victoria Smith
www.attheseaendoftown.co.uk
Kay Smith
www.kaysmithart.com
Jacqui Smithson
www.jacquismithson.co.uk
Ray Spence
www.rayspence.co.uk
Stuart Spencer
www.spencertrauts.com
Geoff Stear
www.geoffstear.com
Jan Suchanek
www.noidgallery.net
Julie Swinsco
www.julieswinsco.com
George Taylor
www.georgetaylorart.com
Maureen Taylor
www.maureentaylorbooks.com
Steve [William] Thorne www.rocklens.com
Maureen Toomey
www.maureentoomey.com
Paul Tyler
www.aspectconsultants.co.uk/sponsorship.html
Pixie Warburton
www.warburton1.demon.co.uk/pixie
Melvyn Warren-Smith
www.melvyn-warren-smith.com/
Angela Webb
www.angelawebbart.com
Clare Webster
www.witchsorrow-deviantart.com
Tracey Wells
www.gastronome-eventcatering.co.uk
Jennifer Whelan
www.warwickshireartists.co.uk/profile.aspx?artist=Jennifer%20Whelan
Rachel White
www.rachelwhiteyoga.co.uk
Amie Wiberley
www.woventhreadsproject.co.uk
Paul Woollard
www.peterwoof.webs.com
Dr Richard Yeomans
www.warwickshireartists.co.uk/profile.aspx?artist=Richard%20Yeomans
Andrzej Zawadzki
www.topazimages.com
Bill Zygmant
www.billzygmant.co.uk
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love art?
If you
enjoy

exhibitions and meeting artists at Private Views,
then become a Friend of Gallery150 for only
£28 per year. ....and If you are an artist seeking
exhibition and other opportunities to develop and
promote your work, then become a member of
LSA for only £20 per year.

For the love of art
why not join both!

You can subscribe to Gallery150 and LSA
together for just £35, which is probably less than
the cost of the wine you might drink at the 16
private views to which you will be invited in a year.

LSA is a pro-active organisation promoting the Visual Arts in Royal
Leamington Spa and Warwickshire. Its aim is to foster and improve
public interest in, awareness and appreciation of the Visual Arts.
LSA sets professional standards and seeks to support any Visual
Art of quality and merit. Our membership consists of over 400
members and growing, including both artists and supporters of the
Visual Arts.
LSA represents the Visual Arts in Leamington Town, getting
exhibition opportunities for its members, promoting exhibitions and
events to the public and establishing studio space for local artists.
LSA has been writing, publishing and distributing ArtSpace for
over thirteen years, with the support of its sponsors. Its readership
covers the UK, Europe and other parts of the world.

Membership Benefits
Volunteer & Non-Profit Organisation

LSA Base Membership - 1 Year Subscription £20.
Benefits include:
ArtSpace journal, issued free of charge.
Members Art website address listed in ArtSpace.
Affordable studio space (subject to availability)
LSA website, promoting members’ profiles and
exhibitions Submission of work to the annual LSA
Open Exhibition and other exhibitions.
Entry in the LSA members’ online directory if required.
LSA Monthly Newsletter with exhibitions and Private
Views in and around Warwickshire, Commissions,
Funding Artists Opportunities, Specialist Art Training
and Art Jobs information nationwide.
Friend of Gallery150 - 1 Year Subscription £28
Exciting & Innovative!
Invites to all the private viewings at the Gallery –
up to 16 a year.
Listen to talks by artists about their work at
exhibitions.
Discounts on art purchases, courses and workshops
at Gallery150.
LSA & Friend of Gallery150 - 1 Year Subscription £35
All the above plus reduced hire rates for exhibitions at
Gallery150; selling prints of exhibited work through the
Online Art Gallery; permanent exposure on Gallery150
website....and much more.

Tel: 07400 258 555 Join on line at www.lsa-artists.co.uk www.Gallery150.co.uk
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LSA team

G150 Curator & Summer Show Organiser
Kate Livingston
curator@gallery150.co.uk
Newsletter Editor
Vilctoria Walkden
newsletter@lsa-artists.co.uk
Photographer
James Callaghan
photographer@gallery150.co.uk
Property Manager
Robert Lavers
property@gallery150.co.uk
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Chair
Gerry Smith
chair@lsa-artists.co.uk
Vice-Chair Finance & Treasurer
Clive Engwell
treasurer@lsa-artists.co.uk
Vice-Chair Sponsorship
David Haedicke
sponsorship@lsa-artists.co.uk
Vice-Chair Media & Communications
Vacancy
media@lsa-artists.co.uk
Vice-Chair Operations
James Callaghan
operations@lsa-artists.co.uk

www.LSA-artists.co.uk

Secretary & Membership Secretary
Kathryn Wickson
secretary@lsa-artists.co.uk
ArtSpace Editor
Jonathan Treadwell
artspace@lsa-artists.co.uk
ArtSpace Art Director
Clive Richards
Volunteer Organiser
Giovana Yanez
volunteers@lsa-artists.co.uk
G150 Press Officer
Vilctoria Walkden
press@gallery150.co.uk

Social Media & G150 Resident Artist
Wendy Cook
blog@gallery150.co.uk
Graphics – Advertising
Josh Callaghan
graphics@gallery150.co.uk
Graphics – Posters
Claire Whitehead
graphics@gallery150.co.uk
G150 Exhibition PV Video Interviews
Josh Callaghan
video@gallery150.c0.uk
G150 Artists Payments
Tony Cartwright
accounts@gallery150.co.uk
G150 Health & Safety Officer
Evelyn Mathewson
HS@gallery150.co.uk
LCD Big Screen Showcase
Helen Ballantyne
LCD@lsa-artists.co.uk
Webmaster Gallery150.co.uk and
LSA-Artists.co.uk
Vacancy
webmaster@gallery150.co.uk
Epson DigiGraphic Fine Art Digital
Reproduction Service
Vacancy
A1@gallery150.co.uk
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LSA
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Cartori Ltd
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Magenta Advertising
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Back issues
of ArtSpace
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of copies of some
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availability and
order them from
our website.
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